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 Thermodynamic properties are essential for the design of chemical processes, 
and they are most useful in the form of an equation of state (EOS). The motivating force 
of this work is the need for accurate prediction of the phase behavior and thermophysical 
properties of natural gas for practical engineering applications.  
 This thesis presents a new cubic EOS for pure argon. In this work, a theoretically 
based EOS represents the PVT behavior of pure fluids. The new equation has its basis in 
the improved Most General Cubic Equation of State theory and forecasts the behavior of 
pure molecules over a broad range of fluid densities at both high and low pressures in 
both single and multiphase regions. With the new EOS, it is possible to make accurate 
estimations for saturated densities and vapor pressures. The density dependence of the 
equation results from fitting isotherms of test substances while reproducing the critical 
point, and enforcing the critical point criteria. The EOS includes analytical functions to 
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PTGiven increased activity in petroleum, cryogenic, and chemical engineering, trustworthy 
estimates of thermodynamic properties and accurate experimental density measurements 
are necessary to design engineering processes. Accurate prediction of thermophysical 
properties is an essential requirement in optimum design and operation of most process 
equipment involved in petrochemical production, transportation, and processing.   Vapor 
and liquid phases coexist in almost all areas of production operations including 
reservoirs, well bores, and processing plants, therefore an accurate knowledge of fluid 
properties and phase behavior is essential. Moreover, conversion of volumetric flow 
rates to mass or standard volumetric flow rates for custody transfer of natural gas 
requires density data. When experimental data are not available, a precise prediction of 
density is needed. In addition, equipment failure is often directly attributed to lack of 
accurate data. Indeed, comparatively small improvements in the accuracy of such data 
can improve operational efficiency substantially, consequently resulting in significant 
savings in the cost of manufacturing and operating chemical plant equipment (Assel et 
al., 1978). 
In chemical industries, obtaining thermophysical properties is always problematic. 
Mostly, thermophysical properties, such as PVT relations, come from experiments. 
Performing experiments to attain thermophysical data is not only time-consuming but 
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also costly. Moreover, it is difficult to replicate all the conditions of actual industrial 
conditions in a laboratory environment. Thus, predictive models for thermophysical 
properties are undeniably an engineering necessity.  
EOS can be either semi-theoretical or theoretical. Semi-theoretical EOS combine theory 
and experimental data while theoretical EOS are based in kinetic theory or statistical 
mechanics and involve intermolecular forces. Much research attention has been directed 
at developing more accurate EOS since the time of van der Waals (vdW) (1873). Two 
main reasons drive this constant search. EOS development is mathematically fascinating 
and challenging, because it seems so simple to the uninitiated. The second reason is the 
exceptional power and utility of an accurate equation of state. 
The EOS that have appeared in the literature vary from simple expressions to multiple 
constant and convoluted types of equations. For high precision, industrial engineers may 
use the more complex equations, such as the Benedict-Webb-Rubin EOS. Today, these 
equations generally are not used for thermophysical property calculations, such as multi-
component VLE, because they require complicated manipulation, extra computer 
storage, and time-consuming iterative calculations. Establishing their constants is often a 
lengthy task requiring curve fitting, careful weighting of the experimental data and the 
use of trial and error (Iglesias-Silva, 1987). 
In most industrial design situations as well as research measurements of derived 
properties, the unknown variable is density, whereas the observables are pressure and 
temperature. Consequently, the density-cubic equations are of particular interest because 
they provide an analytical solution for the density, as compared to the more complicated 
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non-cubic and non-analytic equations of state, which require time consuming iterative 
procedures to solve for the density. Cubic equations are preferable when compared to the 
non-cubic types of equations because non-cubic equations have high-order density terms 
or exponential terms that makes their solutions complex. Also the non-cubic equations 
have many adjustable parameters, and it is difficult to make them work throughout the 
entire temperature range.  
The presently available popular density cubic equations of state, like the Soave Redlich 
Kwong and Peng-Robinson equations, provide good descriptions of real fluid behavior 
in the two phase region and in the gas phase, but in the compressed liquid region they 
lack the accuracy levels attainable using the Benedict-Webb-Rubin, modified Benedict-
Webb-Rubin, Beattie-Bridgeman equations (Soave, 1972).   
An EOS is the representation of pressure (or compressibility factor) as a function of 
temperature and volume. EOS serve three primary objectives. 
i) Representation of PVT data for data smoothing and interpolation, and for 
differentiation and integration of PVT data for calculation of derived 
thermodynamic properties.  
ii) Prediction of fluid phase properties of pure fluids and their mixtures from 
a minimum of experimental data. 
iii) Prediction of vapor-liquid equilibria of mixtures, especially at high 
pressures.  
When combined with appropriate thermodynamic relationships, an EOS can predict 
isothermal changes in latent heats of vaporization, activity coefficients and vapor-liquid 
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equilibria (VLE), with good accuracy.  EOS also provide a comprehensive technique for 
describing thermophysical properties such as density, compressibility factor, internal 
energy, Helmoltz Free Energy, equilibrium ratios, entropy, enthalpy, fugacity, 
isothermal compressibility, Joule-Thompson coefficient, volume expansion, surface 
tension, speed of sound, specific heat at constant volume, specific heat at constant 
pressure and Gibbs Free Energy.  
The development of an EOS requires accurate density measurements. Generally, a set of 
PVT data is correlated to determine the EOS parameters; sometimes, as shown in table 1 
the critical conditions generate the values of those parameters. The EOS is an adequate 
model if it has the following characteristics: 
1. Agreement between predicted values and experimental data within the 
estimated experimental error. 
2. A small number of characteristic parameters describe the entire fluid region 
and saturation curve. 
3. Extrapolation capability within reasonable limits. 
4. Physical and theoretical description of its parameters. 
5. Applicability of the equation to different substances. 
The main purpose of this study is to develop a four parameter equation of state that has 
good predictive capability for natural gas components. In order to achieve this goal, a 
new equation of state has been derived from the most general cubic EOS proposed by 
Kumar and Starling. (Kumar and Starling, 1980).  
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As mentioned above, many attempts have been made to describe the thermodynamic 
behavior of gases. These different types of EOS fall into three categories (Kumar and 
Starling, 1980).  
1) UFirst Class EOS: U  Equations in this category are basically density cubic equation 
of state. The density cubic equations of state give reasonable results for the 
thermodynamic behavior of real fluids (van der Waals, 1873; Redlich and 
Kwong, 1949; Soave, 1972; Peng and Robinson, 1976).  
 
Table 1. Examples for most common density cubic EOS 
Name (Year) EOS a b 




= −−  




V b T V V b
= −− +  





V b V V b
θ= −− +  






V b V bV b
θ= −− + −
2 20.45724 /c cR T P  0.0778 /c cRT P  
 
 ( )( ) 21 2 0.51 0.480 1.574 0.176 1 ra Tθ ω ω⎡ ⎤= + + − −⎣ ⎦  (1) 
 ( )( ) 22 2 0.51 0.3764 1.5422 0.26992 1 ra Tθ ω ω⎡ ⎤= + + − −⎣ ⎦  (2) 
 
When we look at the form of the density-cubic equations of state in chronological order, 
we discover the latest equations are more complex than the former ones.  
2) USecond Class EOS: U These EOS are non-cubic forms. They are capable of 
providing accurate results for both vapor and liquid phases. The Benedict-Webb-
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Rubin Equation is a good example for this class equation (Benedict, Webb and 
Rubin 1940; Kumar and Starling, 1980). 
3) UThird Class EOS: U In this class are the non-analytic EOS that are highly 
constrained for some specific fluids (Goodwin, 1977). Even though they are 
constrained, they are capable of expressing real fluid thermodynamic properties 
precisely.  
Among all these EOS, the first class EOS are more useful because they provide an 
analytical solution for the density as compared to the more complex and complicated 
non-cubic 2PndP type and non-analytic 3Prd P type which require time consuming iterative 
calculations. 
In general, the overall performance in fluid properties prediction is somewhat better 
using the Peng-Robinson equation compared to the Soave-Redlich-Kwong (SRK) and 
the SRK equation is better than the Redlich-Kwong (RK) that is more precise than the 
vdW EOS. Thus, temperature dependence leads to a more precise equation of state. In 
the same vein, we also can state that more density dependence leads to more accurate 
EOS. This is very important because if the most general density-cubic equation can 
provide precise results comparable to the 2PndP class of EOS for all fluids, it becomes 
















































































































































































    II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Since the time of Boyle, many studies have sought a better representation of the PVT 
relationship for fluids. In 1662 Boyle found that the volume of gas is inversely 
proportional to its pressure for a constant temperature. Charles showed that change in 
volume is proportional to change in temperature at constant pressure. In 1834 Clapeyron 
combined these two results into the Ideal Gas Law: PV RT= .  
Then in 1800, Dalton proposed the law of partial pressures postulating that in a mixture, 
each gas behaves as if it occupied the entire volume alone. Eight decades later, Amagat 
(1880) proposed the concept of partial volumes. Ideal or perfect gases are pure or gas 
mixtures for which partial pressures and volumes can be additive and the relationship 
PV RT=  holds. Cagniard de la Tour (1822) discovered that, at a certain pressure and 
temperature, characteristic for each substance, the properties of the liquid and gas 
become indistinguishable, and some of the properties change significantly when 
approaching that condition. This condition is called the critical point, and comprehensive 
studies of the critical phenomena still continue today. 
The ideal gas law is often not an adequate approximation of real gas behavior. The ideal 
gas law assumes zero molecular volume and no interactions among the gas molecules. 
These assumptions cannot be true for real gas molecules. For this reason, many attempts 
to describe PVT properties of gases and liquids using a theoretical EOS date to 1873, 
when van der Waals published his famous EOS. In 1901, Onnes (1909) proposed the 
virial EOS, which is an expression of the compressibility factor of gas in terms of a 
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power series in density. Although the virial equation was proposed as an empirical form, 
Davidson (1962) has shown that it results from statistical mechanics. The main 
disadvantage of this equation is its inability to describe multiple phase phenomena.  
 Several investigations proposed virial-type of EOS. Beattie and Bridgeman 
(1927) published a five constant equation that gives a satisfactory representation of 
volumetric properties except in the critical region. At densities greater than the critical 
density, the equation is inadequate. Later, Benedict, Webb and Rubin (1940) proposed 
an equation with eight characteristic constants. This equation has been extremely 
valuable and many modifications of this equation (Starling, 1972; Starling and Han, 
1972 and Lee and Kesler, 1975) have been proposed to predict the entire PVT surface, 
however none of these equations have been completely adequate.  
 Almost fifty years later, Redlich and Kwong (1949) proposed a very successful 
equation. It was simple and moderately accurate in the estimation of thermodynamic 
properties for non-polar fluids and their mixtures. Shortly after van der Waals EOS 
appeared, researchers sought temperature dependence for the attraction parameter, a. 
using this reasoning, Redlich and Kwong developed their popular EOS: 
 ( ) 12
RT aP
V b V V b T
= −− +  (3) 
Principally, Redlich and Kwong noted that, when the system pressure goes to 
infinity ( )P → ∞ , the molar volume of the substance shrinks to about 26 percent of its 
critical volume ( )0.26 cb V= . 
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In recent years, Zwanzig (1954) introduced the perturbation theory for atomic fluids, and 
Pople (1954) developed the theory for molecular fluids by separating the EOS into two 
terms: repulsive (hard body) and attractive. Percus and Yevick (1958), Wertheim (1964), 
and Longuet-Higgins and Widom (1964) developed equations for the hard sphere model. 
Later, Gibbons (1969) and Boublik (1975) proposed a more general equation to describe 
the behavior of hard convex bodies.  
 Alder and Hecht (1969) discussed the augmented vdW theory to provide a better 
representation of the vdW parameters. In this theory, the b term of the vdW EOS was 
replaced by the hard-sphere EOS and the a parameter was replaced by a value 
determined from perturbation theory.  Later, Alder et al. (1972) showed that an excellent 
term for the long range potential function could be obtained from perturbation theory 
and molecular dynamics. Although their EOS predicted the internal energy well, it failed 
to predict compressibility factors (pressures) of pure fluids.  
 Based upon the fact that “the better the reproduction of the saturation conditions 
for pure substances, the better the results for mixtures,” Soave (1972) modified the RK 
by replacing the term 0.5
a
T
⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠  with a more general temperature dependent term, α. He 
did this by reproducing vapor pressures for non-polar substances at 0.7rT = . The 
pressure explicit form of the Soave-Redlich-Kwong equation of state (SRK EOS) is:  
 ( )( )
a TRTP
V b V V b
= −− +  (4) 
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⎛ ⎞∂ =⎜ ⎟∂⎝ ⎠  
(6) 
The following relationship describes the temperature dependence: 
 ( ) ( )i cia T a Tα=  (7) 
where αBi B(T) is obtained by using experimental saturation data. A set of values of αBi B(T) 
for each substance is obtained using the proposed EOS and the experimental saturation 
data. Then, he observed a linear relationship between 0.5iα  and 0.5riT . The following 
expression describes this observation 
 ( )0.5 0.51 1i i rim Tα = + −  (8) 
To introduce the characteristics of each component, the slope (mBi B) in 
( )0.5 0.51 1i i rim Tα = + −  is correlated with respect to acentric factor (ωBi B) for the 
compounds. Using pure component vapor pressure data, Soave found the following 
relationship for (mBi B): 
 20.48508 1.55171 0.15613i i im ω ω= + −  (9) 
Using the critical conditions to determine parameters gives a fixed critical gas 
compressibility factor for all components. However this result does not agree with the 
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experimental values for the critical gas compressibility factor which ranges from 0.234-
0.309 (Vera et al., 1984). The SRK predicts the critical compressibility factor as 0.333.  
 Peng and Robinson (1976) formulated their EOS to forecast saturated liquid 
densities more precisely. Their equation is: 
 ( )2 22
a TRTP
V b V bV b
= −− + −  (10) 
Peng and Robinson maintained the repulsion component of the vdW EOS. Furthermore, 
they defined the attraction term as a general function of temperature like Soave. The 
expressions for parameters a(T) and b result from applying the critical criteria. Peng and 
Robinson also adopted the Soave approach for calculating the parameterα . However 
their correlation for the slope ( )0.5 0.51 1i i rim Tα = + −  with respect to acentric factor is 
different. 
 20.37464 1.54226 0.26992i i im ω ω= + −  (11) 
The PR EOS improved the calculation of density near the critical point. The reason for 
that is they designed their equation of state such that the predicted critical 
compressibility is closer to the experimental value. Even though the PR EOS gives 
results closer to the experimental values for critical compressibility (0.307), it still has 
limitations.  
 The development of an EOS using augmented vdW theory has been emphasized 
because of its flexibility in predicting the behavior of pure fluids and their mixtures. 
Chen and Kreglevski (1977) combined the Alder (1972) and Boublik (1975) equations 
for arbitrary shape to obtain the BACK EOS. Recently, Prausnitz and Donohue (1976), 
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Vilmalchand and Donohue (1985), Kim et al. (1986), and Svedja and Kohler (1983) 
have proposed similar equations.  
 Patel and Teja (1982) proposed another EOS as an extension of the works of 
Soave, Peng-Robinson and Schmidt-Wenzel. They stated their equation as; 
 ( )( )2
a TRTP
V b V b c V bc
= −− + + −  (12) 





ξ =  (13) 
Here, ξ is a correlation parameter for a non-polar component that is used for 
computational purposes: 
 20.329032 0.767992 0.0211947ci i iξ ω ω= − +  (14) 
Another interesting characteristic of the Patel-Teja EOS is, if c is 0, the equation reduces 
to the PR EOS. Likewise, when c equals b, the Patel Teja EOS reduces to the PR EOS. 








Table 2. PVT relation determination and EOS development in history 
Year Author(s) Accomplishment 
1662 Boyle Proportionality between pressure and volume at constant temperature  
1787 Charles Proportionality between V∆  and T∆ at constant pressure 
1801 Dalton Development of partial pressure of gases 
1822 Carniard de la Tour Determination of critical point characteristics 
1834 Clapeyron Development of ideal gas law, PV RT=  
1873 van der Waals The first EOS 
1880 Amagat Development of partial volume of gases 
1901  Kammerlingh Onnes The Virial EOS 
1927  Beattie and Bridgeman Development of five constant EOS 
1940  Benedict et al. Eight parameter, BWR EOS 
1949 Redlich and Kwong Thermodynamic property estimation for non-polar fluids, definition of acentric factor  
1954 Zwanzig Introduction of Perturbation theory for atomic fluids 
1954 Pople Introduction of repulsive and attractive terms for EOS 
1955 Martin and Hou Detailed PVT characteristics of gases 
1969 Carnahan and Starling Used statistical mechanics theory to improve EOS 
1972 Soave-Redlich-Kwong Modified form of Redlich-Kwong Equation 
1972 Alder et al. Acquisition of long range potential function from perturbation theory and molecular dynamics 
1975 Boublik Developed reference term for hard convex bodies 
1977 Chen and Kreglewski Developed four universal constant and five characteristic BACK EOS 
1976 Prausnitz and Donohue BACK EOS similar type four parameter EOS 
1980 Kumar and Staling The most general EOS 
1982 Patel and Teja Three parameter EOS, extension of Peng-Robinson EOS 
1982 Kubic Modified Martin EOS into simpler three parameter EOS 
1987 Trebble and Bishnoi Four parameter EOS with four different binary interaction coefficient pairs 
1997  Nordin Multiphase equilibria of PCB-contaminated systems 
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        III. DEVELOPMENT OF THE NEW EQUATION OF STATE 
 
Among the current cubic EOS, the Soave and Peng-Robinson equations appear to 
provide reasonable descriptions of real fluid behavior throughout phase space. However, 
in the compressed liquid region these popular EOS lack the accuracy levels achievable 
using the non-cubic form such as the Benedict-Webb-Rubin Equation of State.  
Upon investigating cubic EOS in chorological order, it is noticeable that more recent 
equations have more complicated forms. For example the Redlich-Kwong EOS is more 





ρ ρρ= −−  (15) 








= −− −  (16) 
For two parameter EOS, the only constraint equations are the critical conditions, the first 









⎛ ⎞∂ ∂⎛ ⎞ = ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟∂ ∂⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
 (17) 
A 3-parameter equation of state utilizes either the critical compressibility factor or the 
co-volume definitions as an additional constraint to the critical conditions. Four 
parameter EOS use either compressibility factor or the co-volume along with the critical 
conditions.  Two parameter EOS produce a fixed value of critical compressibility and, as 
a result, the predicted densities of the saturated liquids and the predicted critical volumes 
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differ considerably from experimental values. Four parameter EOS on the other hand are 






















Figure 2. P-V diagram 
 
 
Kumar and Starling (1982) proposed a so-called general cubic EOS. The characteristic 
of the Kumar-Starling EOS is the combination of the repulsive and attractive terms into 
a single term. Comparison of the vapor pressure, vapor/liquid density and enthalpy 
departure predictions for 32 non-polar substances, indicates that the Kumar-Starling 
EOS compares with the modified Benedict-Webb-Rubin EOS proposed by Brule et al. 
(1979) based upon three-parameter corresponding state theory. Nevertheless, the original 
Kumar-Starling EOS fails to predict the exact critical point of components. The present 
work is an extension of the work of Kumar and Starling (1982).  
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 We propose a new equation of state starting from the Kumar-Starling general 
equation of state. In this work, we improve the representation of liquid phase densities, 
we improve the description of fluid phase behavior near the critical point as shown in 
figure 2, and we reproduce the true critical point. In order to accomplish these goals, we 
have modified the original Kumar-Starling EOS by eliminating some variables through 
defining relationships among the equation parameters. 
 
3.1. Background information 
The direct density expansion for a cubic EOS is similar to the virial EOS form through 
the third virial coefficient: 
 2 31 2 3 4P a a a aρ ρ ρ= + + +  (18) 
where ρ  is the molar density and P is the absolute pressure. In this equation, aB1B, aB2B, aB3 B 
and a B4B are temperature dependent parameters.  This equation can describe both the gas 






P a ρ∞ −
=
= ∑  (19) 
Nevertheless, this equation has infinite order in density. The analytical polynomial 
function, which approximates the power of an infinite series in density in cubic form is a 
ratio of polynomials: 
 
2 3
1 2 3 4
2 3
5 6 7 8
a a a aP
a a a a
ρ ρ ρ
ρ ρ ρ
+ + += + + +  (20) 
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This cubic polynomial equation represents the general form of a cubic equation having 
a B1 B to aB8 B temperature and composition dependent parameters.  





5 6 7 8
c c c c
Z
a a a a
ρ ρρ
ρ ρ ρ




=  and i=1, 2, 3, 4, R is the universal gas constant and T is the absolute 
temperature. Here, we need to consider the ideal gas limit: ρ→0 as Z→1 thereby 
preventing divergence of Z as ρ→0. For this purpose, cB1 B is set equal to zero. Therefore, 





5 6 7 8
c c cZ
c c c c
ρ ρ
ρ ρ ρ
+ += + + +  (22) 





=  (23) 
To satisfy the thermodynamic requirement of ρ→0 as Z→1, c B2 B must equal to aB5 B. 
Therefore letting cB2 B=aB5B and dividing both denominator and numerator of the right hand 












+ += + + +  (24) 
For calculation purposes, equation (24) also can be written in more convenient form by 
setting;  
 dB1 B=AB5 B(25) 
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 dB2 B=AB2 B(26) 
 d B3 B=AB3B-AB1 B (27) 
 dB4 B=AB4B-AB1 BAB3 B (28) 
 dB5 B=-AB1 BAB4 B (29) 
 
and the equation takes the form: 













+ += − + +  (30) 
In this equation, Z is the compressibility factor and rρ  is the reduced density 
c
ρ ρ⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠  
and 1A  through 5A  are density independent parameters that depend upon temperature 
and composition: 
 AB1 B= aB1 B(31) 
 1 12 2 4 112 7 2 2 8
10
10r r r r r
a a a a aA a
T T T T T
γ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= + + + − + +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠  (32) 
 9 6 104 12 23 2 2 3 4
10
r r r r r r
a a aa a aA
T T T T T T
γ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= − + + + +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠  (33) 
 AB4 B= -aB1B (34) 
 3 8 3 5 343 2 3 3 4 3 810r r r r r r
a a a a aaA
T T T T T T
γ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= + + + + +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠  (35) 
 
Here, ρBr B and TBr B are the reduced density and the reduced temperature, respectively. Also γ 
stands for the orientation parameter, and a B1B-a B12B are universal constants. 
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3.2 The proposed equation of state 





0 1 2 3
P
RT
β ρ β ρ β ρ
λ λ ρ λ ρ λ ρ
+ += + + +  (36) 
Yet, this equation can be written in reduced form or in terms of PZ
RT ρ
⎡ ⎤=⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦  to suit the 





0 1 2 3
Z λ λ ρ λ ρλ λ ρ λ ρ λ ρ
+ += + + +  (37) 
Factoring 0λ  from the numerator and denominator requires that 4
0
λ
λ  must be unity 
( 4
0
1λλ → ) to satisfy the ideal gas boundary condition at zero density along any isotherm. 
Therefore, equation (37) simplifies to a still-general form with up to five constants: 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
2
5 0 6 0
2 3
1 0 2 0 3 0
1 / /
1 / / /
Z
λ λ ρ λ λ ρ
λ λ ρ λ λ ρ λ λ ρ
+ += + + +  (38) 








Z µ ρ µ ρµ ρ µ ρ µ ρ
+ += + + +  (39) 
Going further, we can arrange the denominator of equation (39) while keeping it cubic: 









µ ρ µ ρ
ρ β ρ β ρ
+ += − + +  (40) 
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At first, our new equation of state seemed to be a five-parameter cubic EOS. However, 
after trials of fitting isothermal argon data to equation(40), we have shown that the 
relation between 1β and 2β  is:  
 1 22*β β=  (41) 
After plugging this relation into equation (40) we get: 









µ ρ µ ρ
ρ β ρ β ρ
+ += − + +  (42) 
Equation (42) simplifies to:   






1 1 1 1
a cZ
b b d
µ ρ µ ρ ρ ρ
ρ β ρ ρ ρ
+ + + += =− + − +  (1.43) 
We have performed isothermal fits for argon by using equation(1.43). An outcome of 
this exercise is a relation between parameters b and d. 
 
3.3 Relation between b and d Parameters 
Preliminary fits indicate a relation between b and d:  
 3( )d T bγ=  (44) 
Although d is replaced by equation (44), the number of parameters in the model equation 
remains the same. However, by replacing d with equation (44) in our model EOS, we get 
less temperature dependence parameter because γ has simple dependence. The relation 
between error in compressibility and the order of b parameter is shown in figure 3. After 
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Figure 3. Error in compressibility factor during estimation with respect to different b 









Table 3. Primary b and d parameter fit results after isothermal fits 
Temp.[K] B D 
90 1.98E-05 2.28E-06 
100 2.09E-05 3.51E-06 
110 2.24E-05 5.59E-06 
120 2.42E-05 8.31E-06 
130 2.62E-05 1.16E-05 
135 2.74E-05 1.35E-05 
140 2.88E-05 1.60E-05 
143 2.97E-05 1.77E-05 
146 3.08E-05 1.98E-05 
148 3.15E-05 2.09E-05 
150.7 3.29E-05 2.38E-05 
153 3.30E-05 2.32E-05 
155 3.25E-05 2.17E-05 
157 3.24E-05 2.12E-05 
160 3.19E-05 1.99E-05 
165 3.05E-05 1.77E-05 
170 2.77E-05 1.51E-05 
175 2.42E-05 1.25E-05 
180 2.01E-05 9.98E-06 
200 1.23E-05 5.10E-06 
220 2.25E-05 8.54E-06 
235 2.83E-05 1.11E-05 
250 2.80E-05 1.05E-05 
265 2.80E-05 1.02E-05 
280 2.78E-05 9.79E-06 
295 2.77E-05 9.53E-06 
310 2.67E-05 8.29E-06 
340 2.69E-05 8.30E-06 
370 2.72E-05 8.61E-06 
 
As a result, our model equation becomes: 















3.4 The effect of number of parameters 
To make our equation accurate; as shown in figure 4, we require complicated 
temperature dependence for the parameters.  This is not a significant computational 
burden because iterative solutions for density occur at constant temperature. 
EOS have a pressure expression made up of the sum of repulsive and attraction terms: 
 repulsion attractionP P P= +  (46) 




= −  (47) 
In equation(47), b is the co-volume parameter or the repulsion parameter.  




=  (48) 
In equation(48), a is an attraction parameter and g(V) is a function of molar volume.  
The existence of additional parameters helps reduce errors in calculating critical 
volumes. For instance, the PR EOS contains only two parameters and the critical 
compressibility factor calculated is 0.307 for all components. No real fluid has such a 
large vale. 








Figure 4. Effect of number of parameters on cubic equation of state 
 
3.5 Critical point constraints 
Applications of most of the equation of states are ultimately to vapor-liquid 








⎛ ⎞∂ ∂⎛ ⎞ = = ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟∂ ∂⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
 along the critical isotherm at the critical point (CP) leads to a 
serious problem for two-parameter, cubic EOS. These parameters do not follow the 
temperature dependence for other isotherms. The parameters can be described in terms 
of the critical temperature and critical pressure, the critical volume can be determined in 
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⎡ ⎤=⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
.  
The critical volume and compressibility factor are higher than the experimental values 
for real, pure fluids using the experimental values of cP  and cT  for vdW, RK and SRK 
equations, and they are usually high for PR equation of state. For most popular two 
parameter EOS, cZ  numerically equals
3 1 1, ,
8 3 3
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠  and 0.307 respectively. In terms of 
the critical volume, this is the volume displacement (translation) problem.  
 
3.5.1 Mathematical statement of critical constraints 
 Eubank and Hall (2004) have suggested a new technique to evaluate the critical 
isotherm parameters.  The EOS written in quotient form is:   
 ( , ) ( ) (T is constant)
( , ) ( )
P f T f
RT g T g
ρ ρ
ρ ρ
⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= =⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦  (49) 
Where f and g are arbitrary mathematical functions for which we have chosen to use;  
i. Density 1Vρ −=   













⎡ ⎤∂′′ ≡⎢ ⎥∂⎣ ⎦
etc. with similar functions for density derivatives of the 




=  (50) 
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 2
P f g fg
RT g
′ ′ ′−=  (51) 
 2
" 2P f g fg g P
RT g g RT
′′ ′′ ′ ′⎛ ⎞−= − ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠  (52) 
2
2
2 22 2P f g f g f g fg g P g P P g g
RT g g RT g RT RT g g





2 2 6 4 5
2
2 1 2
P f g f g f g fg P g P g g g
RT g RT g RT g g g
P g g g g g g g
RT g g g g g g g
⎡ ⎤′′′′ ′′′′ ′′′ ′ ′ ′′′ ′′′′ ′′′ ′ ′′ ′ ′′ ′⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞+ − −= − − + − −⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
⎧ ⎫⎡ ⎤′ ′′′ ′ ′′ ′ ′ ′′ ′⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎪ ⎪+ + − − −⎢ ⎥⎨ ⎬⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎪ ⎪⎣ ⎦⎩ ⎭
 
By using critical constraints, equations (51) and (52) equal zero. Therefore: 
 C
C
P f f f
RT g g g
′ ′′= = =′ ′′  (53) 
If we now assume that the third and fourth derivatives also equal zero depending on 
scaling hypothesis. If a system exhibits a phase transition of fractional order then scaling 
properties of the thermodynamic potentials in the vicinity of the critical point become a 
consequence of fractional calculus. In this way the standard scaling hypothesis follows 
from the classification scheme. As a consequence the critical amplitudes are related to 
fractional thermodynamic derivatives. We find that universal relations between critical 
scaling amplitudes in thermodynamics can be derived from fractional calculus.  
As suggested by the scaling hypothesis and some experimental data: 
 0 f g g f f ff g f g f g fg
g gg g g g
′′′ ′ ′′ ′′ ′⎡ ⎤′′′ ′′ ′ ′ ′′ ′′′+ − − = = + − −⎢ ⎥′′′ ′′′ ′′ ′⎣ ⎦  (54) 
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 22 2 0 f g g f f ff g f g f g fg
g gg g g g
′′′′ ′ ′′′ ′′′ ′⎡ ⎤′′′′ ′′′ ′ ′ ′′′ ′′′′+ − − = = + − −⎢ ⎥′′′′ ′′′′ ′′′ ′⎣ ⎦  (55) 
In equations (54) and (55), the terms in square brackets are zero from equation (53), thus 
equation (53) becomes: 
 C
C
P f f f f f
RT g g g g g
′ ′′ ′′′ ′′′′= = = = =′ ′′ ′′′ ′′′′  (56) 
3.5.2 Application to the generalized cubic EOS 





0 1 2 3
P
RT
λ ρ λ ρ λ ρ
λ λ ρ λ ρ λ ρ
⎡ ⎤+ += ⎢ ⎥+ + +⎣ ⎦
 (57) 
Again, this equation can be written in reduced form or in terms of ZP P=(P/RTρ) to suit the 
reader. Factoring λ from the numerator and denominator requires that 4
1
λ
λ  equal to unity 
to satisfy the ideal gas boundary condition at zero density along any isotherm.  Thus, 
equation (57) simplifies to a still-general form with up to five constants 
 ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )
2 3 2 3
5 0 6 0 1 2
2 3 2 3
1 0 2 0 3 0 3 4 5
/ /
1 / / / 1
P
RT
ρ λ λ ρ λ λ ρ ρ µ ρ µ ρ
λ λ ρ λ λ ρ λ λ ρ µ ρ µ ρ µ ρ
+ + + += =+ + + + + +  (58) 
where  
 
2 3 2 3
1 2 3 4 5
2 2
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 4 5
2 5
1
1 2 3 2 3








ρ µ ρ µ ρ µ ρ µ ρ µ ρ
µ ρ µ ρ µ µ ρ µ ρ
µ µ ρ µ µ ρ
µ µ
= + + = + + +
′ ′= + + = + +





Using equations (58) and (59) at the CP yields three equations for the classical critical 
point:   
 
2 3 2
1 2 1 2 1 2
2 3 2
3 4 5 3 4 5 4 5
1 2 3 2 6
1 2 3 2 6
C C C C C C C
C C C C C C C
P
RT
ρ µ ρ µ ρ µ ρ µ ρ µ µ ρ
µ ρ µ ρ µ ρ µ µ ρ µ ρ µ µ ρ
+ + + + += = =+ + + + + +  (60) 
Solving these simultaneous equations, we obtain: 



















⎛ ⎞− −⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠=  (62) 










µ ρ µ ρ
−= = +   (63) 
Substituting equation (63) into equations (61) and (62) gives: 
  ZC = µ1ρCµ4ρC2 − 3
= µ2ρC
2
1+ µ5ρC3  (64) 
Thus, for cubic EOS with two constants, the EOS fixes the value of ZBC B,P Pwhereas for 
cubic EOS with three or more constants it is possible to set the experimental value of ZBC PB 
Pleaving zero, one or two free parameters for the three, four and five-constant cubic EOS, 
respectively.   
Using the second virial coefficient and/or the limit of density at infinite pressure 
allows us to set additional parameters along the critical isotherm with constraints.  Using 
the second virial coefficient as a constraint results in 
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−= − = =  (66) 
Using only the classical critical point constraints thus allows us to establish three of the  
EOS constants at the CP: 
  µ1 = 0.66 − 3ZCZC ρC  (67) 
  µ3 = 1− 3ZCZC ρC  (68) 
 µ4 = 0.66 − 3ZC 1− ZC( )ZC ρC( )2  (69) 
We now examine the results from the above analysis for specific, well-known cubic 
EOS with two to five constants.  
Table 6 contains a sample of cubic EOS. It is not an exhaustive list and does not imply a 
preference for the included EOS.  This list is sufficient to illustrate the application of our 
analysis, which depends strongly upon the number of parameters.  
 
3.6 Application of derived critical point criteria to proposed EOS  










+ += ⎡ ⎤− +⎣ ⎦
. To specify the parameters at the critical point, we must 
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ρ µ ρ µ ρ
µ ρ µ ρ µ ρ
+ += + + +  or 







Z µ ρ µ ρµ ρ µ ρ µ ρ
+ += + + + .  
If we expand the parenthesis in equation (45) 
 ( )( )
2






ρ γ ρ γ ρ
+ += + + +  (70) 
If we keep expanding the denominator, we get: 
 
2




b b b b b
ρ ρ
γ ρ γ ρ ρ γ ρ γ ρ
+ += + + − − −  (71) 







Z µ ρ µ ρµ ρ µ ρ µ ρ
+ += + + + , we get the following equation: 
 ( ) ( )
2




b b b b b
ρ ρ
γ ρ γ γ ρ γ ρ
+ += + − + − −  (72) 
According to the above equation 1µ , 2µ , 3µ , 4µ  and 5µ  are expressed by utilizing the 
critical point criteria as; 
 1 caµ =  (73) 
 2 ccµ =  (74) 
 ( )33 2 c c cb bµ γ= −  (75) 
 ( )2 6 44 2c c c cb bµ γ γ= −  (76) 
 2 75 c cbµ γ= −  (77) 
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Table 4. Critical properties for argon 
 





⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
 
Argon 4.863 150.687 13407.4 0.28951 8.31451*10P-6 P 
 
If we apply these criteria to our screening sample argon by using the critical properties 
of argon as shown in above table 4, we would get the values for parameters at the critical 
region on behalf of our proposed equation as shown in table 5. Table 6 shows the result 
of the application of this theory to our sample - non-polar, spherical in shape substance, 
argon. 
 
Table 5. Parameters of new equation of state at critical temperature for argon 
aBcB bBcB c BcB γBcB 
-5.173E-5 3.99E-5 1.401E-9 5.79E8
 
 
Table 6 contains a sample of cubic EOS and regarding parameters that are to be used in 




Table 6. Cubic Equation of state parameters 















ρ ρ= −− +
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1+ (b + c)ρ − bcρ2
 







       IV. APPLICATION OF PROPOSED EOS TO ARGON 
 
4.1 Regression model 
In order to determine substance specific values for adjustable global constants in various 
EOS and re-fit existing EOS to the same data to allow fair comparisons, it is necessary to 
develop an appropriate data-fitting model. Because the proposed EOS is non-linear with 
respect to density, a non-linear least squares method appears appropriate to fit the 
isotherms of the sample substance, argon.  
Fitting observed data to the model requires a non-linear regression analysis (NLIN). In 
addition to the model being non-linear, the temperature dependencies of the parameters 
are also nonlinear. The NLIN procedure produces least squares or weighted least squares 
estimates of the parameters a nonlinear model. Initial values for the parameters are 
necessary in the program. In SAS 8.0, the NLIN procedure incorporates five different 
iterative methods: 
• steepest-descent or gradient method 
• Newton method 
• modified Gauss-Newton method 
• Marquardt method 
• multivariate secant or false position (DUD) method 
In this work, we have use the method based upon the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm in 
SAS 8.0.  
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4.2 Isothermal fits of argon 
We have performed isothermal fits for argon using a set of data that is very accurate 
from Tegeler, Span and Wagner (1999). The reason for using pure argon is that it is 
essentially a spherical molecule. It is necessary to perform isothermal fits before global 
fits in order to define the model equations for the temperature dependent parameters. 
After results of isothermal fits are evaluated and temperature dependent parameter model 
equations are defined by using unconstrained multivariable nonlinear parameter 
optimization, these results can be integrated to the global fit process. The results of the 
isothermal fits appear in table 7. The regarding plot for a, b and c parameters are shown 
in figures 5-7. We have smoothed the values for γ  in figure 8 on page 38.  



















Table 7. Temperature dependent parameters values after isothermal fits 
Temp. [K] a Parameter b Parameter c Parameter γ Parameter
90 -2.3754E-04 1.9079E-05 5.9055E-09 2.8342E+08
100 -1.8868E-04 2.0701E-05 4.9149E-09 3.6525E+08
110 -1.6309E-04 2.2165E-05 4.1842E-09 4.8333E+08
120 -1.4174E-04 2.3741E-05 3.6048E-09 5.9634E+08
130 -1.1823E-04 2.5877E-05 3.0643E-09 6.6254E+08
135 -1.0680E-04 2.7295E-05 2.7736E-09 6.7325E+08
140 -9.6579E-05 2.8943E-05 2.4677E-09 6.7114E+08
143 -9.1230E-05 2.9988E-05 2.2853E-09 6.6531E+08
146 -8.6510E-05 3.1001E-05 2.1130E-09 6.5735E+08
148 -8.3704E-05 3.1613E-05 2.0083E-09 6.5144E+08
150.7 -8.0321E-05 3.2293E-05 1.8849E-09 6.4352E+08
153 -7.7773E-05 3.2677E-05 1.7996E-09 6.3752E+08
155 -7.5777E-05 3.2823E-05 1.7418E-09 6.3346E+08
157 -7.3961E-05 3.2763E-05 1.6997E-09 6.3100E+08
160 -7.1522E-05 3.2255E-05 1.6643E-09 6.3168E+08
165 -6.8040E-05 3.0314E-05 1.6644E-09 6.5128E+08
170 -6.5057E-05 2.7338E-05 1.7028E-09 7.1340E+08
175 -6.2392E-05 2.3896E-05 1.7391E-09 8.7110E+08
180 -5.9934E-05 2.0492E-05 1.7488E-09 1.2285E+09
190 -5.5429E-05 N/A 1.6802E-09 3.1685E+09
200 -5.1319E-05 1.2263E-05 1.5556E-09 2.7739E+09
220 -4.4012E-05 2.2452E-05 1.3150E-09 7.2589E+08
235 -3.9211E-05 2.8287E-05 1.1668E-09 N/A
250 -3.4927E-05 2.8495E-05 1.0426E-09 4.9155E+08
265 -3.1119E-05 2.8009E-05 9.3893E-10 4.6589E+08
280 -2.7755E-05 2.7624E-05 8.5307E-10 4.5251E+08
295 -2.4801E-05 2.7361E-05 7.8281E-10 4.4469E+08
310 -2.2226E-05 2.7176E-05 7.2638E-10 4.3971E+08
340 -1.8098E-05 2.6940E-05 6.4926E-10 4.3398E+08
370 -1.5143E-05 2.6797E-05 6.1225E-10 4.3092E+08
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Figure 6. b Parameter plot (after critical point criteria applied) 
 
















Figure 7.  c Parameter plot (after critical point criteria applied) 
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Figure 8.  γ Parameter plot (after critical point criteria applied) 
 
4.3 Temperature dependencies of the EOS parameters 
The procedure followed in determining the temperature dependencies of the new cubic 
EOS is relatively straightforward. The overall algorithm is 
1) calculate the values of four EOS parameters at several sub-critical temperatures 
by forcing EOS to meet the saturation pressure and saturated liquid and vapor 
specific volumes 
2) For temperatures above critical point fit the EOS to Pρ data along individual 





3) Having defined the values of four parameters of EOS at all isotherms develop 
algebraic functions that fit the calculated values of the EOS as a function of 
temperature. 
This procedure may seem simple; however, the problem is actually trying to fit the 
calculated values of EOS parameters as a function of temperature. This difficulty arises 
because the applied critical point criteria give an unusual shape to the parameter curves 
in the vicinity of the critical point and exactly at the critical point as shown in figures 7 
to 10. The figures show that the EOS parameters have anomalous peaks near the critical 
point. In fact, this behavior is limited to the near critical region and the rest of the curve 
is a smooth function. The difficulty this behavior creates is that to preserve prediction of 
the critical point and enforce the critical point criteria, any temperature function used to 
fit the curves in figures 7 to 10 must pass through the critical point exactly. Regardless 
of the form of the algebraic equation used to describe temperature dependence of the 
EOS parameters and to fit the EOS parameter curves, this critical point problem arises 
unless the proposed EOS is altered in some way to reduce the strange characteristic 
behavior of the EOS parameters at vicinity of the critical point. 
 
4.3.1 General approach 
It is necessary to determine how the values of the EOS parameters vary with 
temperature. We accomplish this by using saturation data, saturated liquid and vapor 
specific volumes for one test sample -argon- and fitting PVT data. 
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At each temperature where data is available, we have determined values for the EOS 
parameters. Having determined the variation of these parameters with temperature, a 
trial and error procedure determines the best analytical description for the parameters as 
a function of temperature.  
 
4.3.2 Temperature function development for new EOS parameters 
For each parameter, we have determined the value of the parameter at discrete 
temperatures. To complete the EOS, it is necessary to develop mathematical functions 
capable of fitting the temperature dependence data. 
In the critical region, it is a trade-off between achieving accuracy and predicting the 
critical point itself. We decided to reproduce the critical values of the parameters exactly 
by using an analytical expression depending upon the critical point criteria. In order to 
express the critical point accurately, we have applied our critical point correction criteria 
described in section three. 
The nature of the second and third virial coefficients are described by using prior 
expressions. Because in our EOS a and c correspond to the second virial coefficient, we 
can use either an experimental value or a correlation. 
As shown in figures 7 and 9, the observed a and c parameters indicate a “bump” in the 
vicinity of the critical point. The proposed inverse ordered polynomial function is not 
sufficient to describe this bump. At this point, determination an additional expression is 
necessary. 
 41
Based on these considerations, the first background temperature functions investigated 
for a and c parameters are the form of: 
 2 3 41 2 3
a a a
a
k k ka k
T T T
= + + +  (78) 
 2 3 41 2 3
c c c
c
k k kc k
T T T
= + + +  (79) 
As expected, these background curves in figures 9 and 10 are well in describing the 
overall nature of the temperature dependencies for the second virial coefficient related a 
and c parameters. Having described the background equation for a and c parameters, we 



















Figure 9. Background equation for parameter a 
 





















Figure 10. Background equation for parameter c 
 
Also as seen in figure 12, an inverse third order polynomial works well for parameter c. 
However, the inverse third order polynomial function is insufficient to describe the low 
temperature values for both parameters. In order to fix this, we may either increase the 
temperature dependence introduce a new function as a background equation. Application 
of critical point criteria gives a sharp cusp shape right at the critical point. Because it is 
important to describe the critical point, the cusp function must be steep and sharp. We 











⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞−⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟= −⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
 (80) 
Also, it is more convenient to use normal Gaussian distribution function to describe the 
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⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞−⎢ ⎥= − ⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
 (81) 
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 (83) 
The values for kBi B in above equations after curve fitting for a and c parameters are shown 
in below tables 8 and 9. 
 
Table 8. a Parameter model equation parameters fit results 
Apprx. 95% 
Confidence 





k1 0.000016 1.775E-6 0.000013 0.000020 0.000494 
k2 -0.0109 0.000599 -0.0121 -0.00964 -0.00044 
k3 -98.1714 7.1078 -112.9 -83.4679 1.51E-6 
k4 0.000033 2.121E-6 0.000028 0.000037 0.000039 






Table 9. c Parameter model equation parameters fit results 
Apprx. 95% 
Confidence 





k21 1.037E-7 7.965E-9 8.722E-8 1.203E-7 -0.0186 
k22 0.000040 1.762E-6 0.000036 0.000043 0.0480 
k23 -4.9E-10 4.42E-11 -582E-12 -398E-12 0.00461 
k24 155.3 1.1916 152.9 157.8 -0.2109 
k25 15.7760 1.3169 13.0451 18.5070 0.3081 
k26 -5.46E-10 6.67E-11 -684E-12 -408E-12 0.00448 
k27 1.2686 0.2546 0.7405 1.7967 -0.4033 
 
Fit results and % error obtained for the model equation of a, b, c and γ  parameters are 











Table 10. a parameter fit results and % error for the model equation of a parameter 
Temp. [K] A Observed Weight A Predicted A Residuals % Error in Z
90 -2.3791E-04 1.77E+07 -2.3897E-04 1.0621E-06 -0.45%
100 -1.8713E-04 2.86E+07 -1.9049E-04 3.3648E-06 -1.80%
110 -1.6574E-04 3.64E+07 -1.5626E-04 -9.4834E-06 5.72%
120 -1.3953E-04 5.14E+07 -1.3111E-04 -8.4187E-06 6.03%
130 -1.1770E-04 7.22E+07 -1.1204E-04 -5.6631E-06 4.81%
135 -1.0757E-04 8.64E+07 -1.0416E-04 -3.4061E-06 3.17%
140 -9.8153E-05 1.04E+08 -9.7170E-05 -9.8348E-07 1.00%
143 -9.2542E-05 1.17E+08 -9.3339E-05 7.9650E-07 -0.86%
146 -8.7011E-05 1.32E+08 -8.9703E-05 2.6918E-06 -3.09%
148 -8.3378E-05 1.44E+08 -8.3664E-05 2.8635E-07 -0.34%
150.7 -5.1700E-05 3.74E+08 -5.1803E-05 1.0330E-07 -0.20%
153 -7.5936E-05 1.73E+08 -7.5325E-05 -6.1125E-07 0.80%
155 -7.5074E-05 1.77E+08 -8.0110E-05 5.0363E-06 -6.71%
157 -7.3578E-05 1.85E+08 -7.8363E-05 4.7853E-06 -6.50%
160 -7.1842E-05 1.94E+08 -7.5666E-05 3.8238E-06 -5.32%
165 -6.9122E-05 2.09E+08 -7.1494E-05 2.3723E-06 -3.43%
170 -6.6478E-05 2.26E+08 -6.7685E-05 1.2069E-06 -1.82%
175 -6.3683E-05 2.47E+08 -6.4194E-05 5.1066E-07 -0.80%
180 -6.0656E-05 2.72E+08 -6.0983E-05 3.2740E-07 -0.54%
200 -5.0055E-05 3.99E+08 -5.0379E-05 3.2393E-07 -0.65%
220 -4.3939E-05 5.18E+08 -4.2381E-05 -1.5583E-06 3.55%
235 -3.8780E-05 6.65E+08 -3.7567E-05 -1.2130E-06 3.13%
250 -3.4692E-05 8.31E+08 -3.3505E-05 -1.1866E-06 3.42%
265 -3.0874E-05 1.05E+09 -3.0032E-05 -8.4217E-07 2.73%
280 -2.7833E-05 1.29E+09 -2.7027E-05 -8.0640E-07 2.90%
295 -2.4863E-05 1.62E+09 -2.4400E-05 -4.6284E-07 1.86%
340 -1.8606E-05 2.89E+09 -1.8185E-05 -4.2086E-07 2.26%




Table 11. c parameter fit results and % error for the model equation of c parameter 
Temp. [K] C Observed Weight C Predicted C Residuals % Error in Z
90 6.0560E-09 2.73E+16 6.0776E-09 -2.2E-11 -0.36%
110 4.3050E-09 5.4E+16 4.2370E-09 6.8E-11 1.58%
120 3.6360E-09 7.56E+16 3.6177E-09 1.83E-11 0.50%
130 3.0530E-09 1.07E+17 3.0685E-09 -1.5E-11 -0.51%
135 2.7650E-09 1.31E+17 2.7858E-09 -2.1E-11 -0.75%
140 2.4880E-09 1.62E+17 2.4919E-09 -3.9E-12 -0.16%
143 2.3130E-09 1.87E+17 2.3166E-09 -3.6E-12 -0.16%
146 2.1340E-09 2.2E+17 2.1500E-09 -1.6E-11 -0.75%
148 2.0100E-09 2.48E+17 2.0084E-09 1.58E-12 0.08%
150.7 1.4000E-09 5.1E+17 1.3818E-09 1.82E-11 1.30%
153 1.7600E-09 3.23E+17 1.7600E-09 2.12E-14 0.00%
155 1.7580E-09 3.24E+17 1.7817E-09 -2.4E-11 -1.35%
157 1.7240E-09 3.36E+17 1.7379E-09 -1.4E-11 -0.81%
160 1.7000E-09 3.46E+17 1.6969E-09 3.09E-12 0.18%
165 1.6790E-09 3.55E+17 1.6831E-09 -4.1E-12 -0.25%
170 1.6940E-09 3.48E+17 1.7038E-09 -9.8E-12 -0.58%
175 1.7120E-09 3.41E+17 1.7218E-09 -9.8E-12 -0.58%
180 1.7250E-09 3.36E+17 1.7161E-09 8.91E-12 0.52%
190 1.7150E-09 3.4E+17 1.6331E-09 8.19E-11 4.78%
200 1.6370E-09 3.73E+17 1.5121E-09 1.25E-10 7.63%
220 1.3620E-09 5.39E+17 1.2934E-09 6.86E-11 5.03%
235 1.0760E-09 8.64E+17 1.1615E-09 -8.6E-11 -7.95%
250 9.9400E-10 1.01E+18 1.0510E-09 -5.7E-11 -5.74%
265 9.1200E-10 1.2E+18 9.5739E-10 -4.5E-11 -4.98%
280 8.4900E-10 1.39E+18 8.7724E-10 -2.8E-11 -3.33%
295 7.9100E-10 1.6E+18 8.0803E-10 -1.7E-11 -2.15%
310 7.9300E-10 1.59E+18 7.4779E-10 4.52E-11 5.70%
340 6.8100E-10 2.16E+18 6.4835E-10 3.27E-11 4.80%
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k
⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞− −⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥= − − + +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ + ⎛ ⎞−⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦ + ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
 (84) 
and the kBi B values for above equation are given in below table 12 after fit process. 
 
Table 12. b Parameter model equation parameters fit results 
Apprx. 95% Confidence 
Intervals Parameter Estimate Std. Error 
Lower Upper 
Skewness
k6 0.000011 7.587E-7 9.629E-6 0.000013 0.4760
k7 161.6 0.4871 160.5 162.6 0.1898
k8 15.2430 0.6298 13.9006 16.5854 0.1769
k9 0.000025 3.812E-7 0.000024 0.000026 -0.1820
k10 132.3 1.4545 129.2 135.4 -0.4069
k11 46.4628 1.0355 44.2557 48.6699 -0.3316
k12 0.000027 1.124E-7 0.000027 0.000028 -0.00373
k13 214.7 0.8868 212.8 216.6 -0.4511
k14 28.6872 1.4763 25.5405 31.8339 0.4966
k15 8.14E-6 3.539E-7 7.386E-6 8.894E-6 0.00292







Table 13. b parameter fit results and % error for the model equation of b parameter 
Temp. [K] B Observed Weight B Predicted B Residuals % Error in Z
100 1.9510E-05 2.63E+09 1.9571E-05 -6.1E-08 -0.31%
110 2.2397E-05 1.99E+09 2.2243E-05 1.54E-07 0.69%
120 2.4200E-05 1.71E+09 2.4334E-05 -1.3E-07 -0.55%
130 2.6197E-05 1.46E+09 2.6211E-05 -1.4E-08 -0.05%
135 2.7407E-05 1.33E+09 2.7352E-05 5.49E-08 0.20%
140 2.8775E-05 1.21E+09 2.8744E-05 3.07E-08 0.11%
143 2.9743E-05 1.13E+09 2.9687E-05 5.59E-08 0.19%
146 3.0814E-05 1.05E+09 3.0711E-05 1.03E-07 0.34%
148 3.1507E-05 1.01E+09 3.1618E-05 -1.1E-07 -0.35%
150.7 3.9900E-05 6.28E+08 3.9900E-05 -3.7E-10 0.00%
153 3.2967E-05 9.2E+08 3.2862E-05 1.05E-07 0.32%
155 3.2481E-05 9.48E+08 3.2577E-05 -9.6E-08 -0.29%
157 3.2398E-05 9.53E+08 3.2489E-05 -9.1E-08 -0.28%
160 3.1906E-05 9.82E+08 3.2098E-05 -1.9E-07 -0.60%
165 3.0532E-05 1.07E+09 3.0448E-05 8.37E-08 0.27%
170 2.7737E-05 1.3E+09 2.7622E-05 1.15E-07 0.42%
175 2.4246E-05 1.7E+09 2.4044E-05 2.02E-07 0.83%
180 2.0114E-05 2.47E+09 2.0300E-05 -1.9E-07 -0.93%
200 1.2253E-05 6.66E+09 1.2246E-05 6.5E-09 0.05%
220 2.2480E-05 1.98E+09 2.2487E-05 -6.8E-09 -0.03%
250 2.8029E-05 1.27E+09 2.8063E-05 -3.4E-08 -0.12%
265 2.7973E-05 1.28E+09 2.7757E-05 2.16E-07 0.77%
280 2.7833E-05 1.29E+09 2.7546E-05 2.87E-07 1.03%
295 2.7671E-05 1.31E+09 2.7452E-05 2.19E-07 0.79%
340 2.6919E-05 1.38E+09 2.7401E-05 -4.8E-07 -1.79%













































































































Finally, we obtain regression results for γ as shown in table 14 and these results are 













Table 14. γ parameter model equation parameters fit results 
Apprx. 95% Confidence 
Intervals Parameter Estimate Std. Error
Lower Upper 
Skewness
k24 4.8135E8 0.00724 4.8135E8 4.8135E8 -181E-13
k25 3.6842E9 0.2649 3.6842E9 3.6842E9 2.68E-10
k26 194.4 2.91E-10 194.4 194.4 1.5E-11














Table 15. γ  fit results and % error for the model equation of γ  parameter 
Temp. [K] γ Observed Weight γ Predicted γ Residuals % Error in Z
90 4.9879E+08 4.02E-18 4.9879E+08 -0.01366 -2.7E-09
100 5.0266E+08 3.96E-18 5.0266E+08 0.009921 1.97E-09
110 5.0798E+08 3.88E-18 5.0798E+08 0.008979 1.77E-09
120 5.1554E+08 3.76E-18 5.1554E+08 0.027789 5.39E-09
130 5.2685E+08 3.6E-18 5.2685E+08 -0.02336 -4.4E-09
135 5.3472E+08 3.5E-18 5.3472E+08 -0.00326 -6.1E-10
140 5.4480E+08 3.37E-18 5.4480E+08 0.03865 7.09E-09
143 5.5228E+08 3.28E-18 5.5228E+08 -0.02996 -5.4E-09
146 5.6115E+08 3.18E-18 5.6115E+08 -9.4E-05 -1.7E-11
148 5.6801E+08 3.1E-18 5.6801E+08 -0.02924 -5.1E-09
150.7 5.7876E+08 2.99E-18 5.7876E+08 -0.02194 -3.8E-09
153 5.8957E+08 2.88E-18 5.8957E+08 0.000679 1.15E-10
155 6.0047E+08 2.77E-18 6.0047E+08 -0.00149 -2.5E-10
157 6.1309E+08 2.66E-18 6.1309E+08 0.007312 1.19E-09
160 6.3607E+08 2.47E-18 6.3607E+08 0.059241 9.31E-09
165 6.8995E+08 2.1E-18 6.8995E+08 -0.02972 -4.3E-09
170 7.7669E+08 1.66E-18 7.7669E+08 0.04127 5.31E-09
175 9.2782E+08 1.16E-18 9.2782E+08 0.055171 5.95E-09
180 1.2191E+09 6.73E-19 1.2191E+09 -0.11815 -9.7E-09
190 3.1675E+09 9.97E-20 3.1675E+09 0.016102 5.08E-10
200 2.7734E+09 1.3E-19 2.7734E+09 0.003385 1.22E-10
220 7.5119E+08 1.77E-18 7.5119E+08 -0.01338 -1.8E-09
250 5.4209E+08 3.4E-18 5.4209E+08 0.028669 5.29E-09
265 5.1926E+08 3.71E-18 5.1926E+08 -0.0043 -8.3E-10
280 5.0723E+08 3.89E-18 5.0723E+08 -0.01891 -3.7E-09
295 5.0012E+08 4E-18 5.0012E+08 0.003402 6.8E-10
310 4.9558E+08 4.07E-18 4.9558E+08 0.038505 7.77E-09
340 4.9034E+08 4.16E-18 4.9034E+08 -0.03028 -6.2E-09






































































































4.4 Global fit 
Finally, we require a global fit to determine the temperature dependence of the EOS. In 
the global fit, previously determined parameters are initial guesses. The compressibility 
form of the EOS is used to fit the all isotherms simultaneously. In order to obtain results 
for the parameters consistent with the results obtained from the isothermal fits, the model 
equations for the parameters must be accurate. This accuracy is controllable by looking at 
the skewness of the variables in the EOS parameter equations.  
Weighted regression analysis is also important. Observations with small weights 
contribute less to sums of squares and thus provide less influence to the estimation 
parameters. Thus, it is logical to assign small weights to observations that are less 
reliable, and to assign larger weights to observations that are more reliable. However, it is 
not possible to determine the best possible weighting of the data set. Lacking such a 
method, this weight determination process is trial and error supported with the 
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 (91) 
 
Global fit results for kBi B parameters are tabulated in table 16. Final parameter values for 
entire temperature range of argon after global fit for a, b, c and γ  parameters are 
tabulated in table 17 and related plots for these parameters are shown in figures 15-18. 
 57
Table 16. Global fit results for parameter model equation variables 
Approx. 
Confidence Limits Parameter Estimate Approx Std Error Lower Higher 
Skewness
k1 0.000039 2.082E-7 0.000039 0.000040 -0.3088
k2 -0.0156 0.000155 -0.0159 -0.0153 0.0654
k3 -82.5680 2.3715 -87.2239 -77.9120 -0.0312
k4 8.035E-6 3.261E-7 7.395E-6 8.675E-6 0.0636
k5 -9.1067 0.3755 -9.8439 -8.3695 -0.1438
k6 2.872E-6 1.579E-6 -2.28E-7 5.973E-6 0.4674
k7 121.0 0.6698 119.7 122.3 -0.5095
k8 -15.1824 2.3394 -19.7753 -10.5895 1.2067
k9 0.000020 2.771E-7 0.000020 0.000021 7.0871
k10 83.2211 21.6110 40.7928 125.6 -1.3539
k11 -73.0445 8.6166 -89.9614 -56.1277 -0.3036
k12 0.000028 2.42E-7 0.000027 0.000028 0.1565
k13 7.9027 0.8248 6.2834 9.5220 0.6472
k14 178.3 6.5235 165.5 191.1 0.2739
k15 0.000012 1.458E-6 9.281E-6 0.000015 0.7048
k16 -17.8364 1.1794 -20.1519 -15.5208 -0.1264
k17 2.17E-8 9.25E-9 3.536E-9 3.986E-8 0.0149
k18 0.000049 1.22E-6 0.000047 0.000052 0.00341
k19 -18E-11 3.64E-11 -252E-12 -109E-12 -0.9194
k20 152.0 0.3881 151.2 152.7 0.5213
k21 10.7433 0.6043 9.5569 11.9297 0.0310
k22 -212E-12 3.46E-11 -28E-11 -144E-12 1.0043
k23 8.0442 0.3449 7.3671 8.7213 -0.1284
k24 6.482E8 5396586 6.3761E8 6.588E8 -0.4613
k25 79941981 11998517 56385555 1.035E8 0.00160
k26 186.9 1.5808 183.8 190.0 -0.6452






Table 17. Final parameter values for entire temperature range of argon after global fit 
 
Temp[K] a Parameter b Parameter c Parameter γ Parameter
90 -0.000247595 N/A 6.29049E-09 650325838
100 -0.000199568 2.13506E-05 4.24677E-09 651523451
110 -0.000164852 2.21913E-05 3.58133E-09 652533383
120 -0.000138755 2.34451E-05 3.03648E-09 654068741
130 -0.000117975 2.46866E-05 2.76632E-09 655150932
135 -0.000108297 2.59447E-05 2.47101E-09 656548973
140 -9.84899E-05 2.69922E-05 2.28714E-09 657590433
143 -9.27069E-05 2.853E-05 2.11463E-09 658828654
146 -8.73472E-05 2.95968E-05 2.01532E-09 659787184
148 -8.41858E-05 3.05695E-05 1.9109E-09 661286613
150.7 -8.06072E-05 3.10455E-05 1.85231E-09 662787589
153 -7.82315E-05 3.13378E-05 1.82265E-09 664294294
155 -7.66304E-05 3.12227E-05 1.80859E-09 666023295
157 -7.5374E-05 3.08732E-05 1.80461E-09 669121980
160 -7.38882E-05 3.0351E-05 1.80111E-09 676056919
165 -7.15842E-05 2.9402E-05 1.767E-09 686025597
170 -6.87202E-05 2.78754E-05 1.70359E-09 699707037
175 -6.53206E-05 2.68125E-05 1.62659E-09 715627153
180 -6.1779E-05 2.62577E-05 1.4712E-09 725255178
200 -4.9321E-05 2.60854E-05 1.33349E-09 696097762
220 -3.96634E-05 2.69113E-05 1.11103E-09 663365861
235 -3.37452E-05 N/A 9.7962E-10 656178647
250 -2.86844E-05 2.77397E-05 8.708E-10 653038487
265 -2.43048E-05 2.7985E-05 7.79644E-10 651426196
280 -2.04756E-05 2.80391E-05 7.025E-10 650497828
295 -1.70976E-05 2.80182E-05 6.36616E-10 649917123
310 N/A N/A 5.79886E-10 649530690
340 -8.98311E-06 2.79858E-05 4.87699E-10 649065378
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































         V. COMPARISON TO PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED CUBIC EOS 
 
Having plotted deviation of compressibility factor [Z] in global fit obtained with this 
new cubic equation in figure 19 and 20, we have chosen several cubic EOS for 
comparison to the new cubic EOS They are: vdW (1873), RK (1949), SRK (1972) and 
PR (1976) EOS.  
 
Table 18. Real data for argon at entire critical isotherm 
 
Temp [K] Volume [cm P3 P/mol] Compressibility [Z] 
150.687 1158.7930 0.9279 
150.687 740.9262 0.8887 
150.687 528.6239 0.8463 
150.687 400.5748 0.8006 
150.687 312.0572 0.7493 
150.687 246.6413 0.6909 
150.687 194.5362 0.6217 
150.687 166.4854 0.5707 
150.687 142.6205 0.5165 
150.687 124.3479 0.4663 
150.687 99.8378 0.3855 
150.687 90.0212 0.3492 
150.687 78.6815 0.3055 
150.687 72.9830 0.2834 
150.687 52.6845 0.2182 








Table 19. Calculated Z values for argon at entire critical isotherm  
 
V [cm3/mol] z-Real z-BWR z-vdW z-SRK z-RK z-PR z-NEW
1158.793 0.9279 0.9234 0.9350 0.9266 0.9264 0.9194 0.9247
740.926 0.8887 0.8819 0.8990 0.8870 0.8868 0.8769 0.8845
528.624 0.8463 0.8372 0.8596 0.8445 0.8442 0.8321 0.8416
400.575 0.8006 0.7892 0.8166 0.7989 0.7986 0.7849 0.7960
312.057 0.7493 0.7354 0.7674 0.7481 0.7477 0.7330 0.7455
246.641 0.6909 0.6744 0.7102 0.6905 0.6900 0.6755 0.6886
194.536 0.6217 0.6022 0.6405 0.6222 0.6218 0.6086 0.6217
166.485 0.5707 0.5491 0.5878 0.5720 0.5715 0.5601 0.5726
142.621 0.5165 0.4927 0.5304 0.5182 0.5179 0.5090 0.5202
124.348 0.4663 0.4405 0.4762 0.4681 0.4679 0.4618 0.4712
99.838 0.3855 0.3563 0.3879 0.3863 0.3864 0.3848 0.3899
90.021 0.3492 0.3186 0.3496 0.3491 0.3494 0.3493 0.3517
78.682 0.3055 0.2743 0.3106 0.3049 0.3057 0.3059 0.3041
72.983 0.2834 0.2532 0.2988 0.2838 0.2850 0.2840 0.2795
52.685 0.2182 0.2233 0.4970 0.2626 0.2669 0.2312 0.2181
50.048 0.2208 0.2352 0.6161 0.2782 0.2833 0.2340 0.2226
 
 
Table 20. %AAD results for critical isotherm with different EOS 
 
Average Absolute Deviation 
BWR EOS RK EOS SRK EOS PR EOS NEW EOS




Comparing the average absolute percent deviations (%AAD) in table 20 by using the 
calculated Z values shown in table 19 and real critical isotherm data shown in table 18, 
we see that for compressibility, the new EOS has the lowest value overall. The PR EOS 
is closer than the others to the new EOS. As shown in table 21, the New EOS had the 
lowest overall maximum absolute percent deviation (%MAD) for compressibility while 
PR has the second best %MAD. The %MAD occurs in the immediate vicinity of the 
critical point. Deviation for calculated volume and pressure at critical point is shown in 
table 22 and 23 respectively. Also percentage error in Z for different equations is shown 
in table 24. In figure 21, plot for critical isotherm values calculated by BWR, vdW, 
SRK, PR and New EOS is shown and in figure 22 percentage errors in Z at Tc calculated 
by BWR, vdW, SRK, PR and New EOS is plotted. In figure 23, percentage error for Z 
calculated by both PR and New EOS is plotted for entire fluid region. 
 
Table 21. %MAD results for critical isotherm with different EOS 
 
Maximum Absolute Deviation 
BWR EOS SRK EOS PR EOS NEW EOS 
10.6497 25.9787 5.9974 1.3838
 
 
Table 22. % error for calculated volume at TBcB=150.687K and PBcB=47.994atm 
 
% Error in pressure w.r.t. V Bc B=74.585 cmP3 P/mol 
RK EOS BWR EOS vdW EOS SRK EOS PR EOS New EOS
36.4081 10.158 16.709 30.038 17.86 2.605
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Table 23. % error for calculated pressure at TBcB=150.687K and VBcB=74.585cmP3 P/mol  
 
% Error in pressure w.r.t. P Bc B=47.994atm 
RK EOS BWR EOS vdW EOS SRK EOS PR EOS New EOS
0.3958 10.556 4.038 0.0333 4.459 3.381
 
 
Table 24. Percentage error for Z  
 
  % Error in z 
z-REAL BWR vdW SRK RK PR New 
0.9279 -0.49 0.7623 -0.145 -0.162 -0.92 -0.345 
0.8887 -0.767 1.1618 -0.192 -0.217 -1.323 -0.473 
0.8463 -1.078 1.5767 -0.214 -0.249 -1.679 -0.555 
0.8006 -1.429 1.9949 -0.206 -0.251 -1.966 -0.575 
0.7493 -1.854 2.4106 -0.161 -0.216 -2.17 -0.507 
0.6909 -2.382 2.7926 -0.06 -0.124 -2.235 -0.333 
0.6217 -3.137 3.0176 0.0832 0.0105 -2.113 0 
0.5707 -3.776 2.9969 0.2205 0.1464 -1.851 0.3329 
0.5165 -4.612 2.6893 0.331 0.2626 -1.455 0.7164 
0.4663 -5.542 2.1164 0.3958 0.3442 -0.974 1.0508 
0.3855 -7.573 0.6128 0.216 0.2406 -0.183 1.1414 
0.3492 -8.77 0.1161 -0.042 0.0592 0.0335 0.7159 
0.3055 -10.22 1.6744 -0.211 0.0614 0.1364 -0.458 
0.2834 -10.65 5.4312 0.158 0.5793 0.2099 -1.383 
0.2182 2.3324 127.77 20.356 22.312 5.9792 -0.046 




































































































































































































































































































































































































      VI. DISCUSSION AND COMMENTS 
 
6.1 Discussion 
A new EOS must have significant features that make it preferable to established 
equations. The goal in EOS development is to describe mixture properties of fluids 
precisely. No comparison of new EOS to common EOS would be complete without the 
description of mixture properties. However, before describing mixing rules the new EOS 
must show the ability to predict pure component properties. If a new EOS does not 
present advantages over previous EOS for pure components, it would be futile to apply it 
to mixtures.  
Truly, developing a new EOS that performs better than previous equations is more 
complicated and challenging than it may appear. The challenging part is to propose the 
EOS - simple in form which describes pressure, temperature and volume properties of 
substances as well as predicts thermodynamic properties. Having highlighted this fact, 
considering the number of different thermodynamic properties and the complexity of 
these properties and the wide range of pressure and temperature that the new EOS must 
predict, it is not hard to understand why developing new EOS is difficult. Certainly, 
having more parameters can provide more accuracy. However, the fact is the greater the 
number of parameters, the more difficult the applicability of EOS to mixtures. In other 
words, it is a trade-off between accuracy of the EOS and ease of application to mixtures. 
In this view, a new EOS must strike a balance between obtaining accuracy with a large 
number of parameters and ease of application to mixtures with fewer parameters. 
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From this perspective, we have made an effort to identify a new cubic EOS that strikes 
the balance of accuracy and applicability. Clearly, for expressing the P,V,T properties of 
pure argon, our new EOS shows remarkable capabilities especially for critical isotherm 
description.  
 
6.2 Temperature dependency of EOS parameters 
At first sight, our procedure seems simple; however, the problem is actually trying to fit 
the calculated values of EOS parameters as a function of temperature. This difficulty 
arises because the applied critical point criterion gives an unusual shape to the parameter 
curves in the vicinity of the critical point as shown in figures 7 to 10. The figures show 
that the EOS parameters display anomalous peaks near the critical point. In fact, this 
behavior is limited to the near critical region and the rest of the curve is appears to line 
up smoothly with the values at temperatures removed from the critical point. The 
difficulty this behavior creates is that to preserve the exact prediction of the critical point 
and enforcement of critical point criterion, any temperature function used to fit the 
curves in figures 7 to 10 must pass through the critical point exactly. Regardless of the 
form of the algebraic equation used to describe temperature dependence of the EOS 
parameters and to fit the EOS parameter curves, this critical point problem arises unless 
the proposed EOS is altered in some way to reduce the strange characteristic behavior of 
the EOS parameters in vicinity of the critical point. 
It would appear necessary to add additional density dependency in numerator and 
denominator as well as introducing extra parameters. If in doing so, a near critical term 
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could smooth out the curves, it would be much easier to fit the temperature dependencies 
by using simple algebraic functions having fewer parameters.  
 
6.3 Parameters at critical point 
Expressing density dependence of a proposed EOS by fitting density in a compressibility 
explicit equation along the critical isotherm of a pure component is conceivably the most 
challenging part of the EOS development. By far the most complicated characteristic of 
this challenge is achieving good fits in the vicinity of the critical point while having 
critical point constraints satisfied. 
This work has shown that for a cubic EOS to provide a good fit in the vicinity of the 
critical point, it is convenient to utilize the newly introduced critical point criteria. With 
these considerations, figures C-1 to C-30 illustrate that the new cubic EOS achieves 
good balance between accuracy and applicability. The new EOS provides lower average 
errors in compressibility factor compared to the SRK and PR EOS for pure argon. Using 
the critical point criteria eliminates the volume displacement at the critical point.  
 
6.4 Statistics 
The regression procedure used a correlation matrix, obtained by normalizing the 
variance-covariance matrix, to improve the fit for argon. The correlation matrix indicates 
the strength of the cross correlation between the regressed parameters. It is beneficial to 
use the correlation matrix in coordination with skewness analysis of the parameters. In 
some cases, examination of these cross relations can improve the sensitivity analysis of 
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the regressed parameters for determining whether the equation needs more density 
dependence or more parameters to fit the data. The sensitivity analysis can yield 
information about all parameters in the equation, including those whose values are fixed 
by the critical constraints.  
Besides the correlation matrix and skewness analysis, given the highly nonlinear nature 
of the parameter equations, it is preferable to generate different initial guesses for the 
parameters during the fitting process. The different starting points for different 
parameters can yield different results.  
 
6.5 Future work 
In absolute terms, the new cubic EOS fits pure argon remarkably well. Its performance is 
comparable to EOS with greater density dependence and more parameters. Further 
development of the new EOS (i.e. mixing rules determination) requires fitting more pure 
components (especially natural gas components). The new EOS shows enough promise 
to warrant further development. This development should focus upon improving the 
equation in the vicinity of the critical point and improving the prediction of the near 
critical isotherms. This may be possible by adding more density dependence to the 
equation.  
These improvements would make the new EOS an excellent candidate for generalization 
and extension to fluid mixtures. Nevertheless, the adjustable parameters may be 
correlated to each other which can lead to non-unique regressed values for the 
parameters. This fact can make it difficult to develop mixing rules. 
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      VII. CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this research, a new cubic EOS has been developed that has shown promising results 
for representing PVT behavior of pure argon. The maximum absolute percentage error 
for compressibility factor is 1.463% throughout the entire database for saturation and 
supercritical data with 746 data points for argon. The functions chosen to express the 
temperature dependence of the parameters provide excellent fits of data for argon, except 
in the vicinity of the critical point. The percentage error in the intermediate vicinity of 
the critical point is 1.383%. 
Besides these major outcomes, minor conclusions are: 
1. When four parameters are available that vary with temperature, plots of the 
parameters as functions of temperature behave anomalously near the critical 
point, turning upward sharply over a small range of temperature. It is difficult to 
match the required values at the critical temperature using analytical temperature 
functions and still achieve good fit in the vicinity of the critical point without 
employing the newly introduced critical point criterion. 
2. Analytical temperature functions expressing the temperature dependence of the 
EOS parameters in terms of reciprocal temperature generally give better fit 
results than functions written in terms of temperature directly. 
3. The Levenberg-Marquardt unconstrained, multivariable non-linear regression 
algorithm provides the fits for critical pressure and the critical point conditions. 
Using this method to solve the resulting equations simultaneously for values of 
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all of the EOS parameters is not only simpler but also more reliable than using 
weighting factors in order reach precise fits in the vicinity of the critical point. 
The algorithm used for nonlinear regression is also robust and reliable for overall 
fitting of EOS parameters directly to the data of saturation and supercritical PVT 
data. 
4. The new EOS generally performs better for fitting pure component properties 
than the SRK and PR equations in this work. Further work should focus upon 
improving the new EOS prediction of the critical point and minimizing the 
anomalous behavior of the values of the EOS at the critical point, either altering 
the equation by adding more molar volume dependence or developing a special 
term that becomes active only in the vicinity of the critical point. 
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APPENDIX A. NOTATION 
 
a  van der Waals, RK and new equation of state parameters 
aBcB  value of attraction parameter 
aBi B(T)  temperature dependence of SRK and PR EOS parameter 
ABj B  constants in equations 
aBj B  general EOS parameters 
B  2PndP virial coefficient 
b  van der Waals, RK, SRK, PR and New EOS parameters 
bBcB  value of repulsion parameter 
c  Patel-Teja and New EOS constant 
cBj B  aBj B/ RT  in equation (22) 
dBj B  constants in equation (24) 
f  arbitrary function 
g(V)  function of molar volume 
I  identity matrix 
L  lower triangle matrix 
LPTP  transpose of lower triangle matrix 
mBi B  slope 
P  pressure 
PBcB  critical pressure 
R  universal gas constant 
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T temperature 
TBcB  critical temperature 
TBci B critical temperature of species 
TBri B reduced temperature of species T / TBci B 
V  volume 
VBc B critical volume 
Z  compressibility factor 
UGreek Letters 
αBi B(T)  
β Bi:  Bconstants in equation (41) 
∆  difference 
ε Bi B  sensitivity 
γ(T)  new EOS parameter 
γBi B  orientation parameter in equations (32-35) 
λ Bi B  parameters in raw EOS in equation (36-57) 
µBi B  generalized cubic EOS parameters in equation (39) 
θP1 P  SRK EOS parameter 
θP2 P  PR EOS parameter 
ωBi B  acentric factor of species 
ζ BcB  correlation 




EOS  Equation of State 
err percentage error 
liq liquid 
PR:  Peng - Robinson 
PT  Patel - Teja 
r reduced 
res residuals 
RK  Redlich - Kwong 
sat saturated 
SRK  Soave - Redlich - Kwong 
vap vapor 
vdW  van der Waals 
VLE vapor liquid equilibria 
USymbols 
∇   divergence 
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APPENDIX B. SAS PROGRAM FOR THE CALCULATION OF GLOBAL FIT 
 
TITLE 'GLOBAL FIT RESULTS'; 
DATA compress; 




(HERE ALL OBSERVED PRESSURE, DENSITY, COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR VALUES) 
 
















k1   =      0.000016         
k2   =     -0.0109 
k3   =     -97.8036 
k4   =     -1.3023           
k5   =      0.000011 
k6   =      161.6 
k7   =     -15.24      
k8   =      0.000025      
k9   =      132.3 
k10  =     -46.46      
k11  =      0.000027      
k12  =      28.6872        
k13  =      214.7        
k14  =      8.14E-6      
k15  =     -0.7027   
k16  =      1.029E-7 
k17  =      0.000040      
k18  =     -545E-12      
k20  =      13.1124      
k19  =      155.0        
k21  =      1.1798        
k22  =      4.8135E8      
k23  =      3.6842E9      
k24  =      194.4      
k25  =      7.1999  
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k26  =      -545e-12 
k27  =      0.000032; 
 






VAR T P Rho Z Zp Zr perc ; 
 
PROC PLOT; 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure C-30. Observed and calculated compressibility plots for 370K isotherm 
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APPENDIX D. GLOBAL FIT RESULTS 
 
      T[K]    P[MPa]    ρ[mol/m P3 P]    Z[OBS]     Z[PRD]     Z[Residual]    % ERROR  
 
      100     0.3238      421.98    0.92283    0.91996    0.002866679     0.31064 
      100     0.1000      123.04    0.97750    0.97652    0.000981790     0.10044 
      100     0.9728    32951.84    0.03551    0.03581    -.000302982    -0.85323 
      100     1.9840    33053.97    0.07219    0.07218    0.000005677     0.00786 
      100     2.9911    33152.60    0.10851    0.10811    0.000395762     0.36472 
      100     3.9996    33248.97    0.14468    0.14401    0.000671069     0.46383 
      100     5.0266    33344.85    0.18130    0.18051    0.000792675     0.43722 
      100     6.0014    33433.46    0.21589    0.21496    0.000929429     0.43051 
      100     6.0581    33439.97    0.21789    0.21752    0.000371279     0.17040 
      100     7.0083    33523.33    0.25144    0.25062    0.000817321     0.32506 
      100     7.9833    33608.19    0.28570    0.28498    0.000718337     0.25143 
      100     9.0329    33698.56    0.32239    0.32232    0.000071748     0.02225 
      100    10.0102    33780.41    0.35640    0.35682    -.000419935    -0.11783 
      100    11.0221    33863.52    0.39147    0.39253    -.001057798    -0.27021 
      100    12.0285    33944.13    0.42620    0.42783    -.001628348    -0.38206 
      110     0.2113      239.73    0.96348    0.96232    0.001158451     0.12024 
      110     0.5105      616.04    0.90613    0.90401    0.002120808     0.23405 
      110     0.6085      751.33    0.88549    0.88329    0.002198214     0.24825 
      110     0.6369      791.93    0.87933    0.87710    0.002230048     0.25361 
      110     0.6530      815.24    0.87576    0.87355    0.002210127     0.25237 
      110     0.6653      833.20    0.87300    0.87082    0.002181828     0.24992 
      110     0.1000      111.23    0.98295    0.98247    0.000484386     0.04928 
      110     0.5000      602.03    0.90807    0.90616    0.001908640     0.21019 
      110     2.0022    31294.93    0.06995    0.06980    0.000145473     0.20797 
      110     2.9826    31425.10    0.10377    0.10315    0.000616551     0.59415 
      110     4.0388    31560.78    0.13992    0.13905    0.000867988     0.62035 
      110     5.0454    31685.19    0.17411    0.17303    0.001081098     0.62093 
      110     5.9881    31798.09    0.20590    0.20477    0.001131269     0.54943 
      110     7.0340    31919.50    0.24094    0.23990    0.001041739     0.43236 
      110     8.0374    32032.14    0.27435    0.27345    0.000902156     0.32883 
      110     9.0029    32138.03    0.30629    0.30585    0.000439246     0.14341 
      110    10.0001    32243.92    0.33910    0.33912    -.000020349    -0.00600 
      110    10.9928    32347.30    0.37157    0.37247    -.000896124    -0.24117 
      110    12.0127    32450.19    0.40476    0.40652    -.001763529    -0.43570 
      120     0.2112      217.85    0.97168    0.97105    0.000632213     0.06506 
      120     0.2152      222.10    0.97117    0.97049    0.000683255     0.07035 
      120     0.5052      544.77    0.92941    0.92820    0.001210005     0.13019 
      120     0.7192      804.35    0.89621    0.89469    0.001524971     0.17016 
      120     1.1057     1337.38    0.82866    0.82726    0.001401815     0.16917 
      120     1.2130     1505.49    0.80757    0.80638    0.001192899     0.14771 
      120     0.1000      101.57    0.98673    0.98646    0.000269095     0.02727 
      120     0.5000      538.80    0.93009    0.92898    0.001114554     0.11983 
      120     1.0000     1181.59    0.84824    0.84677    0.001467251     0.17298 
      120     1.9764    29267.30    0.06768    0.06836    -.000677838    -1.00153 
      120     2.9867    29466.06    0.10159    0.10195    -.000359066    -0.35345 
      120     3.9860    29650.30    0.13474    0.13464    0.000098339     0.07298 
      120     5.0168    29830.53    0.16856    0.16815    0.000411659     0.24422 
      120     6.0034    29994.49    0.20060    0.20001    0.000593258     0.29574 
      120     7.0105    30154.20    0.23301    0.23236    0.000648394     0.27827 
      120     8.0227    30307.90    0.26531    0.26479    0.000518697     0.19551 
      120     9.0429    30456.34    0.29758    0.29737    0.000208740     0.07015 
      120    10.0118    30591.52    0.32801    0.32816    -.000154611    -0.04714 
      120    10.9745    30721.44    0.35803    0.35882    -.000785170    -0.21930 
      120    12.0285    30859.12    0.39067    0.39247    -.001803329    -0.46160 
      130     1.0007     1046.78    0.88444    0.88322    0.001224847     0.13849 
      130     1.0013     1047.41    0.88442    0.88315    0.001273954     0.14404 
      130     1.5033     1708.73    0.81394    0.81290    0.001043289     0.12818 
      130     2.0073     2556.30    0.72646    0.72673    -.000273250    -0.03761 
      130     2.0254     2592.60    0.72277    0.72314    -.000368578    -0.05100 
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      T[K]    P[MPa]    ρ[mol/m P3 P]    Z[OBS]     Z[PRD]     Z[Residual]    % ERROR 
  
      130     0.1000       93.50    0.98947    0.98928    0.000185966     0.01879 
      130     0.5000      489.34    0.94533    0.94454    0.000789032     0.08347 
      130     1.0000     1046.03    0.88445    0.88330    0.001154619     0.13055 
      130     1.5000     1704.09    0.81436    0.81338    0.000979341     0.12026 
      130     2.0000     2541.80    0.72796    0.72817    -.000210811    -0.02896 
      130     2.0254    26739.26    0.07008    0.07059    -.000512547    -0.73137 
      130     2.9859    27069.19    0.10205    0.10265    -.000601078    -0.58900 
      130     3.9803    27373.84    0.13452    0.13489    -.000366105    -0.27216 
      130     5.0291    27664.46    0.16818    0.16819    -.000010085    -0.00600 
      130     6.0108    27913.04    0.19923    0.19881    0.000423231     0.21243 
      130     7.0153    28148.59    0.23057    0.22977    0.000801843     0.34777 
      130     8.0292    28370.13    0.26184    0.26074    0.001103562     0.42146 
      130     9.0295    28575.15    0.29234    0.29110    0.001241204     0.42458 
      130     9.9811    28759.64    0.32108    0.31991    0.001170820     0.36465 
      130    11.0334    28952.89    0.35256    0.35169    0.000867695     0.24611 
      130    12.0292    29126.61    0.38209    0.38175    0.000341134     0.08928 
      135     0.5013      469.55    0.95107    0.95038    0.000687839     0.07232 
      135     1.0023      994.72    0.89769    0.89655    0.001136728     0.12663 
      135     1.5006     1594.91    0.83819    0.83714    0.001052315     0.12555 
      135     2.0013     2319.77    0.76859    0.76829    0.000300724     0.03913 
      135     2.0084     2331.35    0.76749    0.76721    0.000275303     0.03587 
      135     2.0096     2333.31    0.76731    0.76703    0.000276640     0.03605 
      135     2.5509     3389.63    0.67046    0.67229    -.001829669    -0.27290 
      135     0.1000       89.94    0.99056    0.99039    0.000174538     0.01762 
      135     0.5000      468.28    0.95124    0.95051    0.000726164     0.07634 
      135     1.0000      992.21    0.89789    0.89681    0.001084015     0.12073 
      135     1.5000     1594.32    0.83819    0.83720    0.000994913     0.11870 
      135     2.0000     2317.74    0.76877    0.76848    0.000292027     0.03799 
      135     2.5509    25319.16    0.08976    0.08949    0.000272006     0.30304 
      135     3.0097    25550.72    0.10494    0.10515    -.000209503    -0.19964 
      135     4.0055    25989.54    0.13731    0.13790    -.000586573    -0.42719 
      135     5.0204    26373.29    0.16959    0.17013    -.000544641    -0.32115 
      135     6.0333    26710.22    0.20124    0.20151    -.000270320    -0.13433 
      135     7.0257    27007.36    0.23176    0.23180    -.000037700    -0.01627 
      135     8.0399    27283.47    0.26253    0.26234    0.000186657     0.07110 
      135     9.0214    27530.79    0.29194    0.29184    0.000103093     0.03531       
      135    10.0294    27766.10    0.32180    0.32192    -.000121522    -0.03776 
      135    11.0364    27986.13    0.35133    0.35198    -.000648859    -0.18469 
      135    12.0063    28185.39    0.37950    0.38092    -.001423265    -0.37504 
      140     1.0006      945.43    0.90917    0.90779    0.001384431     0.15227 
      140     1.5007     1503.37    0.85754    0.85610    0.001442636     0.16823 
      140     1.9995     2147.93    0.79970    0.79881    0.000894103     0.11180 
      140     2.0044     2154.88    0.79909    0.79820    0.000887714     0.11109 
      140     2.5065     2946.18    0.73089    0.73132    -.000431848    -0.05909 
      140     2.5254     2979.97    0.72802    0.72855    -.000527336    -0.07243 
      140     2.9977     3986.13    0.64607    0.64891    -.002842160    -0.43992 
      140     3.0032     4000.18    0.64497    0.64784    -.002870636    -0.44508 
      140     3.1683     4477.05    0.60796    0.61209    -.004131643    -0.67959 
      140     0.1000       86.65    0.99150    0.99130    0.000200245     0.02020 
      140     0.5000      449.18    0.95627    0.95545    0.000823046     0.08607 
      140     1.0000      944.90    0.90918    0.90784    0.001344791     0.14791 
      140     1.5000     1502.70    0.85754    0.85616    0.001382347     0.16120 
      140     2.0000     2148.79    0.79960    0.79873    0.000869161     0.10870 
      140     3.0000     3991.94    0.64561    0.64847    -.002858905    -0.44282 
      140     3.1683    23622.21    0.11522    0.11394    0.001280073     1.11098 
      140     3.9822    24237.51    0.14115    0.14107    0.000075902     0.05377 
      140     5.0316    24847.00    0.17397    0.17409    -.000116590    -0.06702 
      140     6.0193    25312.91    0.20429    0.20411    0.000181617     0.08890 
      140     7.0292    25719.94    0.23479    0.23425    0.000543339     0.23141 
      140     7.9915    26061.13    0.26343    0.26269    0.000741031     0.28130 
      140     9.0140    26387.80    0.29346    0.29297    0.000490165     0.16703 
      140    10.0289    26681.44    0.32291    0.32302    -.000114380    -0.03542 
      140    11.0232    26946.03    0.35144    0.35266    -.001219325    -0.34695 
      140    12.0169    27191.35    0.37966    0.38252    -.002860988    -0.75357 
      143     1.0006      919.68    0.91509    0.91323    0.001859967     0.20326 
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      143     1.5046     1459.44    0.86709    0.86496    0.002125843     0.24517 
      143     1.5053     1460.14    0.86705    0.86490    0.002147280     0.24765 
      143     2.0033     2068.48    0.81456    0.81276    0.001800973     0.22110 
      143     2.0080     2074.60    0.81405    0.81225    0.001803130     0.22150 
      143     2.5077     2796.74    0.75413    0.75335    0.000777603     0.10311 
      143     2.9904     3671.35    0.68506    0.68615    -.001093302    -0.15959 
      143     3.5058     5043.23    0.58466    0.58934    -.004683540    -0.80107 
      143     3.5877     5362.45    0.56270    0.56825    -.005552102    -0.98669 
      143     3.5877    22378.14    0.13484    0.13319    0.001648908     1.22286 
      143     4.2150    23075.00    0.15363    0.15343    0.000202763     0.13198 
      143     5.0223    23726.09    0.17803    0.17803    0.000001007     0.00057 
      143     6.0221    24345.75    0.20804    0.20752    0.000523052     0.25142 
      143     7.0151    24843.90    0.23749    0.23631    0.001176931     0.49557 
      143     8.0056    25266.85    0.26648    0.26494    0.001538592     0.57738 
      143     8.9932    25636.33    0.29504    0.29358    0.001462658     0.49575 
      143    10.0177    25979.02    0.32432    0.32360    0.000723764     0.22316 
      143    11.0087    26279.41    0.35233    0.35302    -.000687345    -0.19509 
      143    12.0427    26566.29    0.38126    0.38418    -.002918383    -0.76546 
      146     1.0321      926.34    0.91784    0.91524    0.002600166     0.28329 
      146     1.5043     1414.37    0.87616    0.87300    0.003163772     0.36110      
      146     2.0043     1993.97    0.82806    0.82488    0.003177997     0.38379 
      146     2.5063     2666.67    0.77424    0.77172    0.002516831     0.32507 
      146     3.0015     3467.36    0.71310    0.71203    0.001070119     0.15007 
      146     3.4982     4517.95    0.63783    0.63928    -.001450559    -0.22742 
      146     3.5027     4529.24    0.63706    0.63853    -.001471771    -0.23103 
      146     3.7545     5257.23    0.58830    0.59167    -.003373284    -0.57340 
      146     3.9956     6262.72    0.52557    0.53141    -.005843545    -1.11185 
      146     4.0477     6573.85    0.50722    0.51377    -.006554769    -1.29229 
      146     4.0477    20812.58    0.16021    0.15826    0.001950673     1.21757 
      146     4.4023    21521.70    0.16850    0.16846    0.000042485     0.02521 
      146     4.6125    21836.59    0.17400    0.17446    -.000455276    -0.26165 
      146     5.0112    22322.22    0.18493    0.18569    -.000760606    -0.41129 
      146     6.0188    23219.51    0.21353    0.21377    -.000236972    -0.11098 
      146     7.0443    23887.00    0.24293    0.24210    0.000832731     0.34279 
      146     8.0192    24399.87    0.27074    0.26918    0.001555419     0.57451 
      146     9.0081    24841.59    0.29872    0.29695    0.001766315     0.59129 
      146    10.0215    25236.81    0.32712    0.32590    0.001222046     0.37358 
      146    11.0061    25579.50    0.35445    0.35465    -.000196003    -0.05530 
      146    12.0136    25896.92    0.38215    0.38477    -.002619705    -0.68552 
      148     1.0018      881.19    0.92383    0.92082    0.003007573     0.32555 
      148     1.5027     1384.80    0.88183    0.87804    0.003788928     0.42967 
      148     1.5070     1389.29    0.88147    0.87767    0.003803056     0.43144 
      148     2.0028     1945.83    0.83642    0.83239    0.004029194     0.48172 
      148     2.0029     1946.05    0.83640    0.83237    0.004026913     0.48146 
      148     2.5023     2585.64    0.78645    0.78281    0.003644174     0.46337 
      148     2.9958     3331.81    0.73070    0.72815    0.002549623     0.34893 
      148     3.0076     3351.38    0.72928    0.72676    0.002519053     0.34542 
      148     3.5000     4287.77    0.66335    0.66285    0.000503399     0.07589 
      148     3.7509     4890.46    0.62329    0.62426    -.000968818    -0.15544 
      148     3.9974     5636.68    0.57631    0.57911    -.002800611    -0.48596 
      148     4.1511     6244.59    0.54020    0.54439    -.004194303    -0.77644 
      148     4.3797     7749.32    0.45928    0.46600    -.006723338    -1.46389 
      148     4.6120    20242.37    0.18515    0.18473    0.000424513     0.22928 
      148     4.7856    20661.08    0.18823    0.18875    -.000515925    -0.27409 
      148     5.0091    21084.56    0.19306    0.19423    -.001170122    -0.60609 
      148     5.5114    21798.56    0.20547    0.20709    -.001620269    -0.78857 
      148     6.0254    22346.78    0.21912    0.22048    -.001360976    -0.62111 
      148     6.9985    23133.82    0.24584    0.24610    -.000255352    -0.10387 
      148     8.0146    23764.32    0.27407    0.27320    0.000872019     0.31817 
      148     9.0209    24276.66    0.30197    0.30052    0.001448942     0.47983 
      148    10.0107    24723.64    0.32904    0.32904    0.000003581     0.00109 
      148    11.0319    25100.63    0.35716    0.35710    0.000056259     0.01575 
      148    12.0130    25437.32    0.38378    0.38581    -.002031053    -0.52922 
      148    12.0193    25439.32    0.38395    0.38599    -.002043176    -0.53215 
      150.7   1.0034      862.97    0.92792    0.92468    0.003243591     0.34955 
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     150.7   1.5028     1349.66    0.88866    0.88451    0.004152302     0.46725 
     150.7   2.0059     1891.70    0.84626    0.84164    0.004624283     0.54644 
     150.7   2.5042     2496.41    0.80057    0.79603    0.004541515     0.56729      
     150.7   3.0086     3204.54    0.74929    0.74546    0.003829230     0.51105 
     150.7   3.5101     4054.47    0.69094    0.68860    0.002339923     0.33866 
     150.7   4.0041     5140.43    0.62166    0.62166    -.000003835    -0.00062 
     150.7   4.2954     6006.53    0.57073    0.57259    -.001864426    -0.32667 
     150.7   4.5376     7011.62    0.51649    0.52016    -.003672384    -0.71103 
     150.7   4.6991     8041.95    0.46634    0.47117    -.004832324    -1.03622 
     150.7   4.7872     8977.30    0.42558    0.43067    -.005085865    -1.19504 
     150.7   4.8386    10016.25    0.38554    0.38991    -.004368689    -1.13314 
     150.7   4.8599    11108.49    0.34915    0.35170    -.002551494    -0.73077 
     150.7   4.8641    11827.75    0.32821    0.32908    -.000868440    -0.26460 
     150.7   4.8653    12709.47    0.30551    0.30406    0.001449447     0.47444 
     150.7   4.8656    13701.81    0.28340    0.27948    0.003921739     1.38382 
     150.7   4.8657    14272.30    0.27208    0.26888    0.005004075    -1.17612 
     150.7   4.8661    14692.98    0.26431    0.26175    0.005557342    -0.96742 
     150.7   4.8766    15987.58    0.24344    0.24065    0.005787048    -1.14484  
     150.7   4.9143    17025.03    0.23037    0.22793    0.004433243    -1.05613 
     150.7   5.0116    18052.67    0.22156    0.21932    0.002237260     1.00978 
     150.7   5.1890    18980.90    0.21818    0.21812    0.000062064     0.02845 
     150.7   5.5287    19980.95    0.22083    0.22264    -.001810442    -0.81984 
     150.7   5.9991    20845.70    0.22968    0.23226    -.002584307    -1.12518 
     150.7   6.5514    21559.90    0.24251    0.24497    -.002457211    -1.01324 
     150.7   7.0248    22039.70    0.25438    0.25633    -.001950368    -0.76671 
     150.7   7.5317    22470.89    0.26750    0.26877    -.001270867    -0.47509 
     150.7   8.0230    22832.48    0.28044    0.28103    -.000593879    -0.21177 
     150.7   8.5347    23165.29    0.29404    0.29397    0.000069873     0.02376 
     150.7   9.0352    23458.02    0.30739    0.30680    0.000591925     0.19256 
     150.7  10.0305    23968.06    0.33399    0.33283    0.001159978     0.34731 
     150.7  10.9683    24383.45    0.35900    0.35803    0.000972228     0.27082 
     150.7  12.0272    24797.06    0.38709    0.38734    -.000251540    -0.06498 
     153     1.0011      844.90    0.93143    0.92837    0.003063549     0.32891 
     153     1.5039     1322.30    0.89406    0.89005    0.004014765     0.44905 
     153     2.0053     1845.20    0.85431    0.84977    0.004538650     0.53127 
     153     2.5042     2425.31    0.81165    0.80709    0.004562861     0.56217 
     153     3.0019     3084.08    0.76514    0.76105    0.004089148     0.53443 
     153     3.4978     3854.59    0.71333    0.71034    0.002994358     0.41977 
     153     4.0053     4829.35    0.65195    0.65074    0.001205065     0.18484 
     153     4.4818     6063.81    0.58101    0.58214    -.001128392    -0.19421 
     153     4.7499     7041.15    0.53028    0.53292    -.002635465    -0.49700 
     153     4.9696     8202.41    0.47627    0.47993    -.003661021    -0.76869 
     153     5.0716     8990.69    0.44343    0.44721    -.003782431    -0.85299 
     153     5.1727    10157.08    0.40033    0.40342    -.003091195    -0.77216 
     153     5.1727    10157.15    0.40033    0.40342    -.003088549    -0.77150 
     153     5.2206    10999.95    0.37308    0.37511    -.002031317    -0.54447 
     153     5.2643    12083.23    0.34248    0.34275    -.000268886    -0.07851 
     153     5.2942    13010.34    0.31988    0.31862    0.001262742     0.39475 
     153     5.3062    13394.11    0.31142    0.30959    0.001827184     0.58673 
     153     5.3251    13977.27    0.29949    0.29697    0.002518393     0.84089 
     153     5.3251    13977.27    0.29949    0.29697    0.002518393     0.84089 
     153     5.3267    14021.85    0.29862    0.29606    0.002558678     0.85683       
     153     5.3560    14785.57    0.28476    0.28169    0.003069569     1.07795 
     153     5.3572    14813.23    0.28429    0.28121    0.003076246     1.08208 
     153     5.4191    15914.84    0.26767    0.26480    0.002872003     1.07296 
     153     5.4211    15940.30    0.26734    0.26448    0.002860778     1.07009 
     153     5.5215    16977.87    0.25565    0.25394    0.001709697     0.66876 
     153     5.6863    17974.37    0.24869    0.24862    0.000068510     0.02755 
     153     5.9092    18819.34    0.24683    0.24821    -.001383420    -0.56047 
     153     5.9176    18845.80    0.24683    0.24827    -.001436568    -0.58201 
     153     6.5305    20202.29    0.25411    0.25702    -.002911361    -1.14571 
     153     6.5534    20240.56    0.25452    0.25745    -.002934800    -1.15307 
     153     7.0220    20910.16    0.26398    0.26692    -.002944745    -1.11552 
     153     7.0366    20929.03    0.26429    0.26725    -.002956129    -1.11852 
     153     7.5360    21485.78    0.27571    0.27820    -.002488691    -0.90265 
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     153     8.0287    21941.10    0.28765    0.28946    -.001806179    -0.62791 
     153     8.5348    22342.80    0.30028    0.30132    -.001043878    -0.34763 
     153     9.0144    22678.03    0.31247    0.31278    -.000305341    -0.09772 
     153     9.5397    23007.03    0.32595    0.32553    0.000419869     0.12881 
     153    10.0159    23277.56    0.33824    0.33725    0.000985169     0.29126 
     153    10.5214    23541.45    0.35133    0.34987    0.001459345     0.41538 
     153    11.0237    23783.69    0.36435    0.36257    0.001781974     0.48908 
     153    11.5127    24003.68    0.37703    0.37511    0.001924167     0.51035 
     153    12.0552    24231.70    0.39108    0.38920    0.001879708     0.48065 
     155     1.0043      834.35    0.93396    0.93127    0.002694779     0.28853 
     155     1.5060     1300.76    0.89835    0.89482    0.003526813     0.39259 
     155     1.5087     1303.38    0.89817    0.89462    0.003547710     0.39499 
     155     2.0019     1804.16    0.86099    0.85701    0.003975844     0.46178 
     155     2.5124     2377.91    0.81982    0.81578    0.004044023     0.49328 
     155     2.9737     2959.87    0.77958    0.77589    0.003691007     0.47346 
     155     3.0012     2996.90    0.77707    0.77342    0.003654260     0.47026 
     155     3.5359     3782.17    0.72543    0.72271    0.002718347     0.37472 
     155     4.1964     5000.75    0.65114    0.65037    0.000766359     0.11769 
     155     4.6140     6023.58    0.59436    0.59525    -.000889821    -0.14971 
     155     4.9296     7050.59    0.54252    0.54473    -.002206472    -0.40671 
     155     5.1882     8219.49    0.48979    0.49280    -.003005676    -0.61367 
     155     5.3153     9002.58    0.45813    0.46118    -.003052004    -0.66619 
     155     5.4391    10014.54    0.42143    0.42397    -.002542381    -0.60327 
     155     5.5323    11036.82    0.38895    0.39045    -.001501327    -0.38599 
     155     5.6036    12017.70    0.36181    0.36207    -.000257682    -0.07122 
     155     5.6623    12923.08    0.33999    0.33914    0.000850520     0.25016 
     155     5.7355    14028.69    0.31724    0.31544    0.001799910     0.56737 
     155     5.7355    14028.69    0.31724    0.31544    0.001799910     0.56737 
     155     5.8163    15048.81    0.29990    0.29788    0.002021369     0.67401 
     155     5.9288    16091.34    0.28590    0.28441    0.001491577     0.52171 
     155     6.0969    17137.45    0.27605    0.27577    0.000282390     0.10230 
     155     6.2665    17870.23    0.27210    0.27288    -.000777360    -0.28569 
     155     6.3260    18082.13    0.27146    0.27256    -.001102978    -0.40631 
     155     6.6910    19081.38    0.27209    0.27451    -.002415847    -0.88789 
     155     7.2586    20111.87    0.28005    0.28314    -.003085619    -1.10181 
     155     8.0153    21055.85    0.29538    0.29806    -.002675527    -0.90579       
     155     8.5194    21543.61    0.30685    0.30886    -.002011668    -0.65559 
     155     9.0204    21958.57    0.31875    0.31996    -.001212090    -0.38026 
     155     9.5124    22316.99    0.33074    0.33111    -.000374608    -0.11326 
     155    10.0145    22644.54    0.34316    0.34270    0.000457171     0.13322 
     155    10.5140    22939.62    0.35564    0.35439    0.001248267     0.35099 
     155    11.0262    23216.43    0.36852    0.36653    0.001989297     0.53981 
     155    11.5233    23464.50    0.38106    0.37846    0.002601933     0.68281 
     155    12.0146    23693.05    0.39348    0.39040    0.003084132     0.78381 
     157     1.0053      822.32    0.93649    0.93429    0.002195049     0.23439 
     157     1.5018     1274.23    0.90285    0.89997    0.002883867     0.31942 
     157     2.0032     1770.14    0.86690    0.86369    0.003211363     0.37044 
     157     2.5085     2319.84    0.82836    0.82512    0.003238331     0.39093 
     157     3.0093     2928.06    0.78731    0.78439    0.002916186     0.37040 
     157     3.5094     3619.93    0.74267    0.74045    0.002220790     0.29903 
     157     4.0115     4434.59    0.69297    0.69182    0.001148640     0.16576 
     157     4.3177     5015.95    0.65942    0.65910    0.000323398     0.04904 
     157     4.7480     5997.97    0.60642    0.60740    -.000976926    -0.16110 
     157     5.0975     7023.88    0.55596    0.55798    -.002022938    -0.36386 
     157     5.3584     8022.53    0.51167    0.51419    -.002521441    -0.49279 
     157     5.5625     9045.33    0.47110    0.47358    -.002477921    -0.52599 
     157     5.7127    10014.82    0.43698    0.43892    -.001940626    -0.44410 
     157     5.8426    11061.28    0.40464    0.40561    -.000974372    -0.24080 
     157     5.9470    12046.46    0.37818    0.37811    0.000071079     0.01879 
     157     6.0401    12984.88    0.35634    0.35539    0.000954840     0.26796 
     157     6.1488    14037.40    0.33556    0.33399    0.001565980     0.46668 
     157     6.1488    14037.40    0.33556    0.33399    0.001565980     0.46668 
     157     6.2676    15025.21    0.31956    0.31798    0.001581959     0.49504 
     157     6.4221    16029.84    0.30691    0.30592    0.000987208     0.32166 
     157     6.6274    17009.24    0.29849    0.29856    -.000074947    -0.02511 
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     157     6.9268    18014.92    0.29455    0.29594    -.001393839    -0.47321 
     157     7.3744    19049.34    0.29656    0.29909    -.002531019    -0.85346 
     157     8.0137    20067.59    0.30592    0.30885    -.002934332    -0.95918 
     157     8.5100    20664.94    0.31547    0.31813    -.002664332    -0.84456 
     157     9.0190    21172.52    0.32633    0.32837    -.002042468    -0.62589 
     157     9.5167    21598.03    0.33755    0.33880    -.001254033    -0.37151 
     157    10.0143    21972.04    0.34915    0.34951    -.000356184    -0.10201 
     157    10.5185    22310.88    0.36116    0.36056    0.000604640     0.16742 
     157    11.0189    22615.48    0.37325    0.37168    0.001567973     0.42009 
     157    11.5182    22893.81    0.38542    0.38292    0.002500061     0.64866 
     157    12.0129    23148.69    0.39754    0.39418    0.003362249     0.84576 
     160     1.0036      802.28    0.94028    0.93879    0.001488045     0.15826 
     160     1.5082     1248.29    0.90818    0.90634    0.001842148     0.20284 
     160     1.5095     1249.38    0.90819    0.90626    0.001930578     0.21257 
     160     2.0096     1726.86    0.87477    0.87272    0.002049249     0.23426 
     160     2.5014     2237.91    0.84019    0.83816    0.002027264     0.24129 
     160     3.0078     2818.14    0.80228    0.80055    0.001726209     0.21516 
     160     3.0262     2840.29    0.80090    0.79915    0.001748569     0.21833 
     160     3.5103     3463.15    0.76194    0.76071    0.001227657     0.16112 
     160     4.0098     4195.85    0.71837    0.71788    0.000489999     0.06821 
     160     4.4836     5008.39    0.67294    0.67329    -.000348631    -0.05181 
     160     4.9655     6008.96    0.62116    0.62242    -.001255547    -0.20213 
     160     5.3539     7013.14    0.57385    0.57567    -.001817095    -0.31665 
     160     5.6648     8017.82    0.53109    0.53306    -.001970018    -0.37094 
     160     5.9121     9007.53    0.49337    0.49504    -.001672813    -0.33906 
     160     6.1165    10000.73    0.45974    0.46075    -.001013807    -0.22052 
     160     6.2943    11013.09    0.42962    0.42973    -.000113623    -0.02645 
     160     6.3700    11480.67    0.41707    0.41674    0.000328619     0.07879 
     160     6.4512    12003.65    0.40399    0.40321    0.000777965     0.19257 
     160     6.6045    13001.15    0.38186    0.38037    0.001493440     0.39110 
     160     6.7651    13996.30    0.36333    0.36152    0.001810486     0.49830 
     160     6.7651    13996.30    0.36333    0.36152    0.001810486     0.49830 
     160     6.9511    15005.31    0.34822    0.34658    0.001641460     0.47139 
     160     7.1698    15976.52    0.33734    0.33637    0.000970929     0.28782 
     160     7.4772    17026.18    0.33011    0.33027    -.000157586    -0.04774 
     160     7.8882    18057.55    0.32837    0.32973    -.001361282    -0.41456 
     160     8.4309    19049.26    0.33269    0.33492    -.002228913    -0.66997 
     160     9.0093    19844.95    0.34126    0.34365    -.002386846    -0.69942 
     160     9.2078    20077.88    0.34473    0.34705    -.002320388    -0.67310 
     160     9.4969    20388.25    0.35014    0.35223    -.002087078    -0.59607 
     160    10.0176    20882.87    0.36059    0.36208    -.001494708    -0.41452 
     160    10.5305    21306.07    0.37153    0.37221    -.000679332    -0.18285 
     160    11.0218    21666.04    0.38240    0.38215    0.000247262     0.06466 
     160    11.5231    21997.52    0.39377    0.39248    0.001293182     0.32841 
     160    12.0015    22286.20    0.40480    0.40245    0.002354462     0.58164 
     160    12.0116    22292.36    0.40503    0.40267    0.002361428     0.58303 
     165     0.2110      155.54    0.98891    0.98872    0.000190412     0.01925 
     165     1.0034      773.36    0.94576    0.94512    0.000644441     0.06814 
     165     1.5069     1197.66    0.91709    0.91626    0.000830500     0.09056 
     165     2.0079     1649.44    0.88734    0.88649    0.000851388     0.09595 
     165     2.5006     2127.32    0.85680    0.85605    0.000754062     0.08801 
     165     2.9697     2619.53    0.82636    0.82579    0.000566623     0.06857 
     165     3.0100     2663.79    0.82366    0.82313    0.000532777     0.06468 
     165     3.5029     3232.48    0.78989    0.78965    0.000240269     0.03042 
     165     4.0053     3875.51    0.75333    0.75351    -.000183511    -0.02436 
     165     4.5131     4608.02    0.71391    0.71452    -.000607558    -0.08510 
     165     5.0012     5415.37    0.67317    0.67415    -.000975608    -0.14493 
     165     5.5073     6398.74    0.62737    0.62857    -.001202748    -0.19171 
     165     6.0106     7583.18    0.57776    0.57880    -.001043075    -0.18054 
     165     6.0345     7645.94    0.57529    0.57632    -.001029778    -0.17900 
     165     6.5038     9023.36    0.52538    0.52566    -.000281019    -0.05349 
     165     6.7889    10009.24    0.49440    0.49389    0.000509681     0.10309 
     165     7.0532    11018.20    0.46661    0.46525    0.001360950     0.29167 
     165     7.3003    12012.79    0.44297    0.44088    0.002085096     0.47071 
     165     7.5621    13063.36    0.42195    0.41940    0.002546131     0.60342 
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     165     7.8217    14041.30    0.40604    0.40346    0.002582049     0.63591 
     165     8.1215    15044.11    0.39351    0.39134    0.002169187     0.55124 
     165     8.5000    16102.46    0.38478    0.38348    0.001304990     0.33915 
     165     9.0054    17218.93    0.38122    0.38109    0.000134917     0.03539       
     165     9.0226    17251.55    0.38123    0.38111    0.000117836     0.03091 
     165     9.5016    18079.15    0.38309    0.38376    -.000668618    -0.17453 
     165    10.0226    18812.01    0.38835    0.38943    -.001083537    -0.27901 
     165    10.5127    19390.21    0.39520    0.39631    -.001108841    -0.28058 
     165    11.0127    19898.39    0.40342    0.40424    -.000818143    -0.20280 
     165    11.5208    20351.03    0.41265    0.41290    -.000245775    -0.05956 
     165    11.9989    20731.60    0.42188    0.42142    0.000463095     0.10977 
     165    12.0398    20762.57    0.42269    0.42216    0.000527609     0.12482 
     170     1.0011      744.95    0.95073    0.95050    0.000225495     0.02372 
     170     1.5062     1152.31    0.92477    0.92450    0.000274190     0.02965 
     170     2.0013     1575.92    0.89846    0.89823    0.000234559     0.02611 
     170     2.5030     2033.40    0.87087    0.87073    0.000139837     0.01606 
     170     2.9985     2517.82    0.84253    0.84259    -.000060058    -0.00713 
     170     3.0402     2560.20    0.84011    0.84018    -.000065354    -0.00778 
     170     3.5037     3050.99    0.81246    0.81276    -.000298188    -0.03670 
     170     4.0126     3635.63    0.78084    0.78140    -.000556652    -0.07129 
     170     4.5119     4265.45    0.74835    0.74916    -.000814700    -0.10887 
     170     5.0023     4950.46    0.71489    0.71591    -.001016604    -0.14220 
     170     5.5085     5743.22    0.67857    0.67972    -.001149007    -0.16933 
     170     6.0115     6638.15    0.64069    0.64179    -.001098601    -0.17147 
     170     6.0282     6669.70    0.63943    0.64051    -.001077792    -0.16856 
     170     6.0548     6720.66    0.63738    0.63845    -.001066190    -0.16728 
     170     6.5098     7655.30    0.60162    0.60239    -.000770832    -0.12813 
     170     7.0196     8854.79    0.56085    0.56096    -.000109377    -0.01950 
     170     7.4871    10100.88    0.52441    0.52367    0.000737310     0.14060 
     170     8.0464    11717.76    0.48581    0.48413    0.001677895     0.34538 
     170     8.4961    13015.85    0.46181    0.45982    0.001993658     0.43171 
     170     8.9959    14339.09    0.44385    0.44217    0.001684950     0.37962 
     170     8.9959    14339.09    0.44385    0.44217    0.001684950     0.37962 
     170     9.0357    14436.62    0.44281    0.44116    0.001649192     0.37244 
     170     9.5342    15555.75    0.43362    0.43269    0.000927879     0.21398 
     170    10.0301    16491.56    0.43029    0.43013    0.000155181     0.03606 
     170    10.5420    17303.17    0.43103    0.43150    -.000471492    -0.10939 
     170    11.0239    17954.97    0.43437    0.43518    -.000812790    -0.18712 
     170    11.5057    18521.60    0.43949    0.44038    -.000889871    -0.20248 
     170    12.0011    19034.82    0.44605    0.44679    -.000740916    -0.16611 
     170    12.0368    19069.11    0.44657    0.44728    -.000709500    -0.15888 
     175     0.2276      157.97    0.98999    0.98993    0.000061267     0.00619 
     175     1.0008      720.15    0.95507    0.95496    0.000111356     0.01166 
     175     1.5009     1106.96    0.93181    0.93167    0.000135238     0.01451 
     175     2.0047     1517.81    0.90773    0.90763    0.000101226     0.01115 
     175     2.5036     1948.18    0.88319    0.88319    0.000004277     0.00048 
     175     3.0071     2409.73    0.85763    0.85781    -.000178323    -0.02079 
     175     3.0134     2415.69    0.85732    0.85749    -.000165950    -0.01936 
     175     3.5108     2902.50    0.83130    0.83166    -.000357073    -0.04295 
     175     4.0057     3421.65    0.80457    0.80514    -.000574892    -0.07145 
     175     4.5094     3991.24    0.77648    0.77727    -.000786958    -0.10135 
     175     5.0103     4605.89    0.74762    0.74859    -.000965683    -0.12917 
     175     5.5019     5263.59    0.71839    0.71949    -.001097166    -0.15273       
     175     6.0064     6004.21    0.68752    0.68867    -.001148092    -0.16699 
     175     6.0139     6015.80    0.68705    0.68820    -.001152081    -0.16769 
     175     6.5098     6820.37    0.65597    0.65707    -.001101061    -0.16785 
     175     7.0290     7752.80    0.62310    0.62399    -.000885940    -0.14218 
     175     7.5174     8718.98    0.59255    0.59308    -.000532649    -0.08989 
     175     8.0216     9800.87    0.56250    0.56257    -.000071058    -0.01263 
     175     8.5110    10909.28    0.53618    0.53584    0.000337184     0.06289 
     175     9.0200    12074.77    0.51339    0.51279    0.000600480     0.11696 
     175     9.0360    12111.04    0.51277    0.51216    0.000613192     0.11958 
     175     9.5180    13176.13    0.49646    0.49592    0.000542858     0.10935 
     175    10.0296    14221.49    0.48469    0.48451    0.000179375     0.03701 
     175    10.0296    14221.49    0.48469    0.48451    0.000179375     0.03701 
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     175    10.5204    15119.73    0.47820    0.47848    -.000277900    -0.05811 
     175    11.0225    15932.89    0.47546    0.47619    -.000729504    -0.15343 
     175    11.5341    16661.79    0.47576    0.47685    -.001089672    -0.22904 
     175    12.0223    17275.81    0.47827    0.47951    -.001240159    -0.25930 
     175    12.1032    17370.26    0.47887    0.48010    -.001227242    -0.25628 
     180     1.0086      703.02    0.95864    0.95834    0.000299699     0.03126 
     180     1.5095     1075.83    0.93749    0.93707    0.000416486     0.04443 
     180     2.0068     1463.94    0.91597    0.91553    0.000438423     0.04786 
     180     2.5102     1876.71    0.89371    0.89328    0.000428431     0.04794 
     180     3.0111     2309.83    0.87105    0.87066    0.000391463     0.04494 
     180     3.0139     2312.31    0.87091    0.87053    0.000379307     0.04355 
     180     3.5118     2767.47    0.84787    0.84755    0.000320792     0.03784 
     180     4.0038     3244.52    0.82454    0.82432    0.000220509     0.02674 
     180     4.5071     3763.99    0.80009    0.80001    0.000080833     0.01010 
     180     5.0072     4315.49    0.77527    0.77531    -.000041954    -0.00541 
     180     5.5078     4907.45    0.74991    0.75006    -.000151688    -0.02023 
     180     5.9644     5486.28    0.72641    0.72662    -.000210596    -0.02899 
     180     6.0120     5548.86    0.72395    0.72416    -.000209704    -0.02897 
     180     6.5143     6237.86    0.69778    0.69801    -.000229143    -0.03284 
     180     7.0135     6976.72    0.67170    0.67188    -.000177739    -0.02646 
     180     7.5126     7771.98    0.64588    0.64595    -.000072173    -0.01117 
     180     8.0330     8659.63    0.61983    0.61971    0.000124324     0.02006 
     180     8.5225     9542.53    0.59675    0.59643    0.000324283     0.05434 
     180     9.0133    10460.57    0.57573    0.57524    0.000494375     0.08587 
     180     9.0183    10469.44    0.57556    0.57505    0.000513790     0.08927 
     180     9.5256    11429.21    0.55689    0.55627    0.000623948     0.11204 
     180    10.0307    12368.98    0.54186    0.54127    0.000593679     0.10956 
     180    10.5183    13236.68    0.53095    0.53049    0.000462877     0.08718 
     180    11.0449    14112.37    0.52294    0.52271    0.000228699     0.04373 
     180    11.0449    14112.37    0.52294    0.52271    0.000228699     0.04373 
     180    11.5347    14859.82    0.51866    0.51865    0.000014988     0.00289 
     180    12.0174    15532.82    0.51695    0.51710    -.000152274    -0.02946 
     180    12.0279    15547.06    0.51693    0.51709    -.000161996    -0.03134 
     200     1.0000      619.36    0.97097    0.97041    0.000559090     0.05758 
     200     1.5097      949.81    0.95587    0.95520    0.000665533     0.06963 
     200     2.0084     1283.33    0.94111    0.94026    0.000849652     0.09028 
     200     3.0106     1987.15    0.91107    0.91004    0.001032430     0.11332 
     200     3.0190     1993.25    0.91081    0.90978    0.001026883     0.11274 
     200     4.0069     2735.21    0.88094    0.87984    0.001103050     0.12521 
     200     5.0187     3549.81    0.85019    0.84916    0.001029302     0.12107 
     200     6.0049     4401.75    0.82038    0.81950    0.000875623     0.10673 
     200     6.0214     4416.57    0.81987    0.81901    0.000859761     0.10487 
     200     6.9907     5313.96    0.79111    0.79046    0.000649386     0.08209 
     200     8.0225     6334.38    0.76162    0.76126    0.000360727     0.04736 
     200     9.0154     7375.96    0.73502    0.73501    0.000005105     0.00069 
     200     9.0162     7376.74    0.73501    0.73500    0.000013316     0.00181 
     200    10.0217     8478.17    0.71084    0.71117    -.000329068    -0.04629 
     200    11.0423     9623.86    0.68999    0.69071    -.000717386    -0.10397 
     200    12.0232    10723.74    0.67423    0.67530    -.001067847    -0.15838 
     200    12.0312    10732.68    0.67411    0.67519    -.001079960    -0.16021 
     220     1.0013      559.18    0.97894    0.97845    0.000485919     0.04964 
     220     1.5020      847.97    0.96836    0.96774    0.000623360     0.06437 
     220     2.0029     1143.15    0.95784    0.95707    0.000772346     0.08063 
     220     2.9946     1746.94    0.93714    0.93613    0.001006515     0.10740 
     220     3.0102     1756.54    0.93685    0.93581    0.001039866     0.11100 
     220     4.0106     2393.20    0.91615    0.91503    0.001115670     0.12178 
     220     5.0036     3052.97    0.89598    0.89487    0.001109615     0.12384 
     220     6.0078     3749.00    0.87607    0.87509    0.000982452     0.11214 
     220     6.0110     3751.20    0.87602    0.87503    0.000992652     0.11331 
     220     7.0173     4477.52    0.85679    0.85600    0.000786118     0.09175 
     220     8.0120     5222.71    0.83866    0.83819    0.000470728     0.05613 
     220     9.0129     5997.12    0.82160    0.82150    0.000101731     0.01238 
     220     9.0172     6000.55    0.82153    0.82143    0.000101517     0.01236 
     220    10.0244     6800.82    0.80582    0.80614    -.000321336    -0.03988 
     220    11.0275     7613.02    0.79188    0.79267    -.000786751    -0.09935 
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     220    12.0243     8427.86    0.77998    0.78124    -.001256643    -0.16111 
     220    12.0274     8430.48    0.77994    0.78120    -.001263191    -0.16196 
     235     2.0226     1070.95    0.96655    0.96573    0.000823877     0.08524 
     235     4.0193     2201.00    0.93459    0.93338    0.001207968     0.12925 
     235     4.0193     2200.97    0.93461    0.93338    0.001227093     0.13129 
     235     5.1128     2851.08    0.91779    0.91652    0.001270098     0.13839 
     235     5.1128     2851.08    0.91780    0.91652    0.001280098     0.13947 
     235     6.0328     3414.74    0.90419    0.90292    0.001271489     0.14062 
     235     6.0329     3414.76    0.90419    0.90292    0.001272072     0.14069 
     235     8.0075     4673.30    0.87693    0.87594    0.000991983     0.11312 
     235     8.0227     4683.24    0.87674    0.87574    0.000996459     0.11366 
     235    10.0243     6016.12    0.85277    0.85230    0.000473649     0.05554 
     235    10.0396     6026.41    0.85262    0.85214    0.000484236     0.05679 
     235    10.0398     6026.61    0.85260    0.85213    0.000467359     0.05482 
     235    10.1239     6083.56    0.85170    0.85125    0.000450555     0.05290 
     235    10.1300     6087.76    0.85162    0.85118    0.000435395     0.05113 
     235    12.0062     7370.48    0.83369    0.83387    -.000177587    -0.02130 
     235    14.0112     8745.32    0.81996    0.82084    -.000881820    -0.10754 
     235    16.0126    10088.19    0.81235    0.81385    -.001502556    -0.18496 
     235    18.0209    11374.91    0.81082    0.81276    -.001939696    -0.23923 
     235    18.1691    11466.83    0.81093    0.81290    -.001971122    -0.24307       
     235    18.1812    11474.34    0.81094    0.81291    -.001974004    -0.24342 
     235    20.0179    12571.77    0.81492    0.81701    -.002087040    -0.25610 
     235    22.0383    13687.62    0.82404    0.82591    -.001869564    -0.22688 
     235    24.0320    14693.08    0.83709    0.83838    -.001294058    -0.15459 
     235    26.0283    15609.19    0.85342    0.85378    -.000355488    -0.04165 
     235    26.0284    15609.17    0.85342    0.85378    -.000355012    -0.04160 
     235    26.0606    15623.61    0.85369    0.85405    -.000360421    -0.04222 
     235    26.0614    15623.96    0.85369    0.85406    -.000367115    -0.04300 
     235    28.0374    16447.93    0.87241    0.87156    0.000848478     0.09726 
     235    30.0320    17206.09    0.89330    0.89098    0.002323141     0.26006 
     235    30.0344    17206.99    0.89332    0.89100    0.002318053     0.25949 
     250     1.0030      489.02    0.98673    0.98639    0.000339581     0.03441 
     250     1.5275      749.90    0.97993    0.97941    0.000516161     0.05267 
     250     2.0148      995.47    0.97369    0.97303    0.000663902     0.06818 
     250     2.9803     1491.15    0.96152    0.96066    0.000861153     0.08956 
     250     3.0056     1504.27    0.96123    0.96034    0.000889028     0.09249 
     250     3.9984     2026.67    0.94913    0.94808    0.001046910     0.11030 
     250     5.0060     2569.49    0.93728    0.93616    0.001117456     0.11922 
     250     6.0069     3120.78    0.92600    0.92490    0.001097130     0.11848 
     250     6.0132     3124.31    0.92593    0.92483    0.001096477     0.11842 
     250     7.0652     3715.78    0.91474    0.91370    0.001035650     0.11322 
     250     8.0074     4255.01    0.90534    0.90441    0.000930772     0.10281 
     250     8.0116     4257.58    0.90527    0.90437    0.000903269     0.09978 
     250     8.0116     4257.61    0.90527    0.90437    0.000903681     0.09982 
     250     9.0228     4845.05    0.89591    0.89517    0.000741490     0.08276 
     250     9.0287     4848.25    0.89591    0.89512    0.000789012     0.08807 
     250     9.0354     4852.21    0.89584    0.89506    0.000777635     0.08681 
     250    10.0229     5433.19    0.88749    0.88693    0.000562260     0.06335 
     250    10.0230     5433.24    0.88749    0.88693    0.000562920     0.06343 
     250    10.0367     5441.17    0.88741    0.88682    0.000587462     0.06620 
     250    10.0576     5453.79    0.88720    0.88666    0.000543309     0.06124 
     250    10.1335     5498.57    0.88661    0.88607    0.000538382     0.06072 
     250    10.9981     6011.49    0.88015    0.87977    0.000375772     0.04269 
     250    12.0146     6617.58    0.87344    0.87330    0.000144499     0.01654 
     250    12.0162     6618.65    0.87342    0.87328    0.000135071     0.01546 
     250    12.0168     6619.21    0.87339    0.87328    0.000110479     0.01265 
     250    12.0169     6619.31    0.87338    0.87328    0.000101462     0.01162 
     250    14.0227     7815.08    0.86322    0.86361    -.000387445    -0.04488 
     250    16.0228     8990.39    0.85740    0.85823    -.000828254    -0.09660 
     250    18.0070    10121.01    0.85594    0.85708    -.001141507    -0.13336 
     250    18.1005    10173.02    0.85598    0.85713    -.001147171    -0.13402 
     250    20.0405    11227.42    0.85872    0.85999    -.001274260    -0.14839 
     250    22.0214    12243.89    0.86526    0.86642    -.001156770    -0.13369 
     250    24.0261    13205.79    0.87527    0.87604    -.000770914    -0.08808 
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     250    24.0265    13205.99    0.87527    0.87604    -.000773295    -0.08835 
     250    26.0670    14114.92    0.88846    0.88856    -.000098942    -0.01114 
     250    26.0681    14115.10    0.88848    0.88856    -.000081692    -0.00919 
     250    28.0546    14934.54    0.90372    0.90293    0.000787044     0.08709 
     250    30.0502    15696.10    0.92104    0.91914    0.001901058     0.20640       
     250    30.0510    15696.38    0.92105    0.91915    0.001904672     0.20679 
     265    10.0361     4984.48    0.91382    0.91351    0.000308285     0.03374 
     265    10.0361     4984.50    0.91382    0.91351    0.000308554     0.03377 
     265    10.0446     4988.94    0.91378    0.91346    0.000316036     0.03459 
     265    14.0156     7095.10    0.89654    0.89692    -.000384689    -0.04291 
     265    18.0107     9164.99    0.89190    0.89284    -.000939539    -0.10534 
     265    22.0130    11101.53    0.89994    0.90086    -.000922635    -0.10252 
     265    22.0133    11101.68    0.89994    0.90086    -.000923734    -0.10264 
     265    26.0240    12852.11    0.91900    0.91913    -.000129750    -0.01412 
     265    26.0245    12852.28    0.91901    0.91913    -.000122151    -0.01329 
     265    30.0372    14399.84    0.94671    0.94523    0.001483374     0.15669 
     265    30.0387    14400.45    0.94672    0.94524    0.001481246     0.15646 
     280     0.5085      219.36    0.99572    0.99566    0.000061782     0.00620 
     280     1.0144      439.42    0.99157    0.99143    0.000143739     0.01450 
     280     2.0001      873.29    0.98377    0.98344    0.000326542     0.03319 
     280     2.0327      887.77    0.98353    0.98319    0.000344834     0.03506 
     280     3.0015     1320.77    0.97615    0.97571    0.000439975     0.04507 
     280     3.0048     1322.25    0.97612    0.97569    0.000434661     0.04453 
     280     4.0152     1780.29    0.96878    0.96830    0.000484916     0.05005 
     280     4.0177     1781.39    0.96878    0.96828    0.000502010     0.05182 
     280     4.0193     1782.22    0.96872    0.96827    0.000454859     0.04695 
     280     5.0067     2235.60    0.96197    0.96147    0.000496983     0.05166 
     280     6.0034     2698.66    0.95556    0.95507    0.000490003     0.05128 
     280     6.0217     2707.22    0.95543    0.95496    0.000473300     0.04954 
     280     6.0277     2710.05    0.95539    0.95492    0.000470694     0.04927 
     280     6.0277     2710.07    0.95538    0.95492    0.000461025     0.04826 
     280     6.0404     2715.88    0.95534    0.95484    0.000497734     0.05210 
     280     7.0083     3170.45    0.94950    0.94910    0.000398345     0.04195 
     280     8.0021     3641.01    0.94403    0.94371    0.000321810     0.03409 
     280     8.0232     3651.02    0.94393    0.94360    0.000330495     0.03501 
     280     8.0236     3651.20    0.94393    0.94360    0.000332395     0.03521 
     280     8.0239     3651.40    0.94392    0.94360    0.000324566     0.03438 
     280     9.0111     4122.13    0.93899    0.93877    0.000216797     0.02309 
     280     9.0145     4123.66    0.93900    0.93876    0.000241524     0.02572 
     280     9.0328     4132.47    0.93890    0.93867    0.000226389     0.02411 
     280    10.0272     4609.12    0.93448    0.93438    0.000102077     0.01092 
     280    10.0294     4610.14    0.93447    0.93437    0.000100700     0.01078 
     280    10.0324     4611.67    0.93444    0.93436    0.000083525     0.00894 
     280    10.0466     4618.45    0.93439    0.93430    0.000090428     0.00968 
     280    10.0469     4618.55    0.93440    0.93430    0.000101267     0.01084 
     280    10.1550     4670.40    0.93397    0.93387    0.000102218     0.01094 
     280    10.9885     5071.19    0.93075    0.93077    -.000019137    -0.00206 
     280    12.0026     5559.18    0.92741    0.92756    -.000146903    -0.01584 
     280    12.0303     5572.64    0.92730    0.92748    -.000177032    -0.01909 
     280    12.0432     5578.78    0.92728    0.92744    -.000160817    -0.01734 
     280    12.0472     5580.63    0.92727    0.92743    -.000159898    -0.01724 
     280    14.0233     6529.14    0.92257    0.92303    -.000455301    -0.04935 
     280    16.0259     7479.65    0.92034    0.92103    -.000691936    -0.07518 
     280    17.9084     8355.91    0.92059    0.92141    -.000821877    -0.08928       
     280    18.0070     8401.92    0.92059    0.92149    -.000902140    -0.09800 
     280    18.0146     8405.18    0.92063    0.92150    -.000868048    -0.09429 
     280    18.0146     8405.18    0.92063    0.92150    -.000868048    -0.09429 
     280    20.0362     9319.57    0.92347    0.92439    -.000916861    -0.09928 
     280    22.0007    10178.06    0.92849    0.92940    -.000909984    -0.09801 
     280    24.0257    11024.96    0.93606    0.93665    -.000585497    -0.06255 
     280    26.0180    11820.34    0.94547    0.94565    -.000181094    -0.01915 
     280    26.0323    11826.00    0.94554    0.94572    -.000183098    -0.01936 
     280    26.0332    11826.37    0.94554    0.94573    -.000187881    -0.01987 
     280    26.0476    11831.86    0.94563    0.94580    -.000167771    -0.01774 
     280    28.0201    12579.80    0.95676    0.95636    0.000396641     0.04146 
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     280    30.0535    13310.25    0.96987    0.96874    0.001128545     0.11636 
     295    10.0065     4290.58    0.95084    0.95087    -.000030229    -0.00318 
     295    10.0339     4302.69    0.95076    0.95079    -.000034631    -0.00364 
     295    14.0150     6057.68    0.94325    0.94371    -.000458365    -0.04859 
     295    18.0106     7780.82    0.94372    0.94447    -.000754791    -0.07998 
     295    22.0208     9428.88    0.95217    0.95287    -.000698144    -0.07332 
     295    26.0257    10963.00    0.96786    0.96803    -.000170437    -0.01761 
     295    30.0507    12376.97    0.98988    0.98897    0.000911620     0.09209 
     295    30.0525    12377.59    0.98989    0.98898    0.000910757     0.09201 
     295    30.0527    12377.67    0.98989    0.98898    0.000909453     0.09187 
     295    30.0531    12377.77    0.98989    0.98898    0.000907716     0.09170 
     310     1.0420      406.39    0.99479    0.99467    0.000121693     0.01223 
     310     1.5399      602.01    0.99238    0.99224    0.000142438     0.01435 
     310     2.0115      788.14    0.99018    0.99001    0.000173643     0.01754 
     310     3.0166     1187.30    0.98574    0.98549    0.000249833     0.02534 
     310     3.0261     1191.09    0.98570    0.98545    0.000250984     0.02546 
     310     4.0289     1592.54    0.98152    0.98128    0.000239913     0.02444 
     310     5.0051     1985.95    0.97779    0.97755    0.000235409     0.02408 
     310     6.0057     2391.50    0.97431    0.97409    0.000222057     0.02279 
     310     6.0103     2393.35    0.97430    0.97407    0.000227040     0.02330 
     310     6.9935     2793.71    0.97121    0.97103    0.000184147     0.01896 
     310     8.0084     3208.45    0.96839    0.96826    0.000127796     0.01320 
     310     9.0126     3619.83    0.96597    0.96592    0.000051827     0.00537 
     310     9.0331     3628.14    0.96595    0.96587    0.000075086     0.00777 
     310     9.9997     4024.78    0.96393    0.96400    -.000069862    -0.00725 
     310    10.0085     4028.34    0.96393    0.96398    -.000054741    -0.00568 
     310    10.0188     4032.52    0.96392    0.96397    -.000046996    -0.00488 
     310    10.0420     4042.10    0.96386    0.96393    -.000066457    -0.00689 
     310    10.0426     4042.36    0.96386    0.96393    -.000065401    -0.00679 
     310    10.0430     4042.53    0.96386    0.96392    -.000064663    -0.00671 
     310    10.0456     4043.53    0.96387    0.96392    -.000050442    -0.00523 
     310    10.1393     4081.83    0.96373    0.96376    -.000030804    -0.00320 
     310    10.9880     4429.78    0.96236    0.96247    -.000110480    -0.01148 
     310    12.0199     4852.16    0.96110    0.96129    -.000193967    -0.02018 
     310    12.0238     4853.76    0.96109    0.96129    -.000200324    -0.02084 
     310    12.0558     4866.90    0.96105    0.96126    -.000210670    -0.02192 
     310    14.0320     5671.62    0.95987    0.96025    -.000377923    -0.03937 
     310    16.0129     6469.29    0.96032    0.96083    -.000510944    -0.05321       
     310    18.0092     7259.89    0.96242    0.96301    -.000594553    -0.061777 
     310    18.0094     7259.94    0.96243    0.96301    -.000584743    -0.060757 
     310    18.1204     7303.17    0.96263    0.96318    -.000551310    -0.057271 
     310    20.0100     8035.25    0.96616    0.96676    -.000602870    -0.062399 
     310    22.0098     8789.88    0.97148    0.97200    -.000519181    -0.053442 
     310    22.0098     8789.88    0.97148    0.97200    -.000519181    -0.053442 
     310    24.0139     9523.26    0.97832    0.97865    -.000334498    -0.034191 
     310    24.0140     9523.33    0.97831    0.97866    -.000345261    -0.035292 
     310    26.0182    10231.83    0.98657    0.98662    -.000050478    -0.005116 
     310    26.1349    10272.05    0.98711    0.98712    -.000009540    -0.000966 
     310    28.0346    10918.29    0.99619    0.99585    0.000340080     0.034138 
     310    30.0766    11585.84    1.00717    1.00633    0.000842016     0.083602 
     340     1.0004      354.86    0.99721    0.99712    0.000089480     0.008973 
     340     1.5174      538.98    0.99586    0.99573    0.000128059     0.012859 
     340     2.0151      716.75    0.99452    0.99446    0.000060273     0.006060 
     340     2.0372      724.59    0.99453    0.99441    0.000124832     0.012552 
     340     3.0095     1072.86    0.99227    0.99211    0.000156171     0.015739 
     340     3.0129     1074.07    0.99228    0.99211    0.000173690     0.017504 
     340     4.0135     1433.88    0.99014    0.99001    0.000127972     0.012925 
     340     5.0087     1792.73    0.98832    0.98820    0.000120311     0.012173 
     340     5.0322     1801.16    0.98830    0.98816    0.000139576     0.014123 
     340     5.0734     1816.03    0.98824    0.98809    0.000148431     0.015020 
     340     6.0038     2152.19    0.98680    0.98666    0.000137872     0.013972 
     340     6.0215     2158.65    0.98675    0.98664    0.000112964     0.011448 
     340     7.0083     2515.62    0.98549    0.98539    0.000098138     0.009958 
     340     8.0101     2878.19    0.98448    0.98441    0.000068829     0.006991 
     340     8.0916     2907.66    0.98441    0.98434    0.000065886     0.006693 
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      T[K]    P[MPa]    ρ[mol/m P3 P]    Z[OBS]     Z[PRD]     Z[Residual]    % ERROR 
  
      340     9.0045     3237.81    0.98376    0.98372    0.000036758     0.003736 
      340     9.0196     3243.32    0.98375    0.98371    0.000035076     0.003566 
      340    10.0076     3600.18    0.98331    0.98332    -.000009244    -0.000940 
      340    10.0096     3600.93    0.98330    0.98332    -.000018710    -0.001903 
      340    10.0276     3607.41    0.98330    0.98331    -.000014152    -0.001439 
      340    10.0278     3607.51    0.98329    0.98331    -.000024082    -0.002449 
      340    10.0307     3608.52    0.98330    0.98331    -.000013387    -0.001361 
      340    11.0137     3962.70    0.98316    0.98321    -.000048194    -0.004902 
      340    12.0071     4319.57    0.98329    0.98339    -.000098092    -0.009976 
      340    12.0248     4325.97    0.98328    0.98339    -.000113964    -0.011590 
      340    12.0317     4328.45    0.98328    0.98340    -.000116259    -0.011824 
      340    15.0125     5388.93    0.98545    0.98568    -.000228164    -0.023153 
      340    18.0068     6432.39    0.99026    0.99052    -.000262463    -0.026504 
      340    18.0225     6437.87    0.99028    0.99055    -.000274924    -0.027762 
      340    18.1067     6466.41    0.99051    0.99073    -.000215105    -0.021717 
      340    21.0235     7454.27    0.99766    0.99788    -.000222111    -0.022263 
      340    24.0362     8438.95    1.00754    1.00756    -.000015522    -0.001541 
      340    26.0230     9066.56    1.01531    1.01511    0.000195891     0.019294 
      340    27.0546     9385.28    1.01971    1.01939    0.000324508     0.031824 
      340    27.0842     9394.29    1.01985    1.01951    0.000339400     0.033279 
      340    27.0846     9394.41    1.01985    1.01951    0.000337661     0.033109 
      340    30.0513    10281.99    1.03388    1.03304    0.000841855     0.081427       
      340    30.0536    10282.72    1.03389    1.03305    0.000839795     0.081227 
      370     4.0251     1313.59    0.99606    0.99602    0.000040128     0.004029 
      370     4.1449     1352.73    0.99600    0.99595    0.000045601     0.004578 
      370     7.0185     2292.13    0.99532    0.99532    0.000002434     0.000244 
      370    10.0242     3269.90    0.99650    0.99659    -.000088707    -0.008902 
      370    10.1129     3298.54    0.99659    0.99666    -.000066179    -0.006641 
      370    12.5413     4080.65    0.99902    0.99918    -.000156772    -0.015693 
      370    15.0162     4867.30    1.00284    1.00306    -.000216574    -0.021596 
      370    18.0160     5802.54    1.00926    1.00948    -.000224219    -0.022216 
      370    18.0432     5810.80    1.00934    1.00955    -.000210008    -0.020806 
      370    21.0373     6719.94    1.01762    1.01779    -.000165466    -0.016260 
      370    21.0376     6720.04    1.01762    1.01779    -.000166483    -0.016360 
      370    24.0255     7599.35    1.02768    1.02769    -.000011899    -0.001158 
      370    26.0153     8168.02    1.03532    1.03516    0.000157575     0.015220 
      370    26.9749     8437.34    1.03924    1.03900    0.000236630     0.022770 
      370    30.0767     9284.42    1.05302    1.05240    0.000616262     0.058523 
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APPENDIX E. CORRELATION MATRIX FOR VARIABLES  
IN EOS PARAMETERS EQUATIONS 
 
Approximate Correlation Matrix (1) 
              k1           k2           k3          k27           k4           k5           k6 
k1     1.0000000   -0.7409236    0.6146045    0.4090955   -0.4516503   -0.3825101   -0.2523251 
k2    -0.7409236    1.0000000   -0.9529554   -0.6676971    0.6391012    0.3781213    0.2684527 
k3     0.6146045   -0.9529554    1.0000000    0.4910674   -0.5646143   -0.3174363   -0.2125898 
k27    0.4090955   -0.6676971    0.4910674    1.0000000   -0.4414064   -0.2795982   -0.2364907 
k4    -0.4516503    0.6391012   -0.5646143   -0.4414064    1.0000000    0.3781059    0.3821914 
k5    -0.3825101    0.3781213   -0.3174363   -0.2795982    0.3781059    1.0000000    0.3726539 
k6    -0.2523251    0.2684527   -0.2125898   -0.2364907    0.3821914    0.3726539    1.0000000 
k7     0.3838113   -0.3978990    0.2913965    0.4137696   -0.4730714   -0.9342098   -0.3264729 
k8    -0.0675715    0.0245330   -0.0307642    0.0853278    0.1173495    0.5043485    0.4599849 
k9     0.3712863   -0.3772840    0.3321136    0.2540896   -0.3207986   -0.9807447   -0.3080363 
k10    0.3334276   -0.4823140    0.4268109    0.3954966   -0.4963645   -0.6356630   -0.0748070 
k11   -0.4294708    0.8106013   -0.7988995   -0.5795880    0.6499009    0.0536079    0.0500046 
k12    0.1199864   -0.2790977    0.2281312    0.2992418   -0.4281232   -0.0717216    0.0826661 
k13    0.3245529   -0.2584990    0.2070230    0.1740344   -0.2495470   -0.9557020   -0.4790820 
k14   -0.1181181   -0.0284211   -0.0091749    0.1822266   -0.2457598    0.5640875    0.1020737 
k15   -0.1541897    0.2943121   -0.2587306   -0.1773001    0.7068973   -0.0879347    0.2323461 
k16    0.6130546   -0.9820997    0.9787973    0.6320186   -0.6321940   -0.3448023   -0.2370931 
k17   -0.5939226    0.9604054   -0.9973312   -0.5330059    0.5899363    0.3230320    0.2148233 
k18    0.1443692    0.1209712   -0.0548848   -0.3909594    0.1942446    0.1291614    0.2807999 
k19    0.4081175   -0.2155082    0.2144214   -0.0625713   -0.2454113   -0.1062342    0.1064756 
k20    0.5140395   -0.4430863    0.4470186    0.0512284   -0.6105188   -0.2441025   -0.0354899 
k26   -0.3235329    0.1349651   -0.1368614    0.0178966   -0.0326215   -0.0185783   -0.2072740 
k21    0.5115572   -0.5828874    0.5236447    0.3077287   -0.8944613   -0.2977819   -0.2890214 
k22    0.7546522   -0.7926494    0.7536798    0.4254377   -0.5686099   -0.3481909   -0.0798444 
k23   -0.1363373    0.4278191   -0.4478942   -0.3011962    0.3006856   -0.2804001   -0.3902292 
k24    0.5221404   -0.5824820    0.5274048    0.3870425   -0.5078105   -0.5450733   -0.5056935 








Approximate Correlation Matrix (2) 
              k7           k8           k9          k10          k11          k12          k13 
k1     0.3838113   -0.0675715    0.3712863    0.3334276   -0.4294708    0.1199864    0.3245529 
k2    -0.3978990    0.0245330   -0.3772840   -0.4823140    0.8106013   -0.2790977   -0.2584990 
k3     0.2913965   -0.0307642    0.3321136    0.4268109   -0.7988995    0.2281312    0.2070230 
k27    0.4137696    0.0853278    0.2540896    0.3954966   -0.5795880    0.2992418    0.1740344 
k4    -0.4730714    0.1173495   -0.3207986   -0.4963645    0.6499009   -0.4281232   -0.2495470 
k5    -0.9342098    0.5043485   -0.9807447   -0.6356630    0.0536079   -0.0717216   -0.9557020 
k6    -0.3264729    0.4599849   -0.3080363   -0.0748070    0.0500046    0.0826661   -0.4790820 
k7     1.0000000   -0.3571524    0.9043897    0.7312420   -0.1824591    0.2946244    0.8421861 
k8    -0.3571524    1.0000000   -0.6025066   -0.5259727   -0.1150228   -0.2516973   -0.4920195 
k9     0.9043897   -0.6025066    1.0000000    0.7200841   -0.0767756    0.1602787    0.9113040 
k10    0.7312420   -0.5259727    0.7200841    1.0000000   -0.5038294    0.7849381    0.4132092 
k11   -0.1824591   -0.1150228   -0.0767756   -0.5038294    1.0000000   -0.5823826    0.1458161 
k12    0.2946244   -0.2516973    0.1602787    0.7849381   -0.5823826    1.0000000   -0.1598893 
k13    0.8421861   -0.4920195    0.9113040    0.4132092    0.1458161   -0.1598893    1.0000000 
k14   -0.3032435    0.2009054   -0.5335619    0.1512592   -0.4540765    0.7171068   -0.6855541 
k15   -0.1175480    0.0866409    0.0946591   -0.4355343    0.5935792   -0.7610109    0.2274795 
k16    0.3551178   -0.0104719    0.3479057    0.4728007   -0.8416762    0.2838354    0.2197979 
k17   -0.3078885    0.0199231   -0.3337593   -0.4419379    0.8198776   -0.2485886   -0.2061196 
k18   -0.1511281    0.1826571   -0.1083217   -0.1246108    0.0338499   -0.1041247   -0.1612440 
k19    0.1425832    0.1810095    0.0919733    0.1204362   -0.2791407    0.0627713    0.0036878 
k20    0.2818271    0.0939995    0.2101739    0.2798088   -0.4795227    0.1898181    0.1195738 
k26   -0.0106084   -0.2359580    0.0083303   -0.0226853    0.1897461   -0.0006441    0.0956370 
k21    0.3928319   -0.0633764    0.2558417    0.4550929   -0.6467433    0.4200592    0.1524801 
k22    0.3717775    0.0396731    0.3519515    0.4536696   -0.7671268    0.2605315    0.1898738 
k23    0.2310257   -0.2206132    0.2139194   -0.1964476    0.6487468   -0.3274918    0.4785488 
k24    0.4958774    0.0396427    0.4358878    0.0910121   -0.2913153   -0.2740822    0.5707085 















Approximate Correlation Matrix (3) 
             k14          k15          k16          k17          k18          k19          k20 
k1    -0.1181181   -0.1541897    0.6130546   -0.5939226    0.1443692    0.4081175    0.5140395 
k2    -0.0284211    0.2943121   -0.9820997    0.9604054    0.1209712   -0.2155082   -0.4430863 
k3    -0.0091749   -0.2587306    0.9787973   -0.9973312   -0.0548848    0.2144214    0.4470186 
k27    0.1822266   -0.1773001    0.6320186   -0.5330059   -0.3909594   -0.0625713    0.0512284 
k4    -0.2457598    0.7068973   -0.6321940    0.5899363    0.1942446   -0.2454113   -0.6105188 
k5     0.5640875   -0.0879347   -0.3448023    0.3230320    0.1291614   -0.1062342   -0.2441025 
k6     0.1020737    0.2323461   -0.2370931    0.2148233    0.2807999    0.1064756   -0.0354899 
k7    -0.3032435   -0.1175480    0.3551178   -0.3078885   -0.1511281    0.1425832    0.2818271 
k8     0.2009054    0.0866409   -0.0104719    0.0199231    0.1826571    0.1810095    0.0939995 
k9    -0.5335619    0.0946591    0.3479057   -0.3337593   -0.1083217    0.0919733    0.2101739 
k10    0.1512592   -0.4355343    0.4728007   -0.4419379   -0.1246108    0.1204362    0.2798088 
k11   -0.4540765    0.5935792   -0.8416762    0.8198776    0.0338499   -0.2791407   -0.4795227 
k12    0.7171068   -0.7610109    0.2838354   -0.2485886   -0.1041247    0.0627713    0.1898181 
k13   -0.6855541    0.2274795    0.2197979   -0.2061196   -0.1612440    0.0036878    0.1195738 
k14    1.0000000   -0.7833167    0.0460719   -0.0124197   -0.1159437   -0.0610545    0.0106205 
k15   -0.7833167    1.0000000   -0.3038959    0.2778200    0.1355735   -0.1106358   -0.3700665 
k16    0.0460719   -0.3038959    1.0000000   -0.9895737   -0.1415691    0.1776797    0.4220941 
k17   -0.0124197    0.2778200   -0.9895737    1.0000000    0.0856110   -0.1994935   -0.4400149 
k18   -0.1159437    0.1355735   -0.1415691    0.0856110    1.0000000    0.8737875    0.6344763 
k19   -0.0610545   -0.1106358    0.1776797   -0.1994935    0.8737875    1.0000000    0.8950959 
k20    0.0106205   -0.3700665    0.4220941   -0.4400149    0.6344763    0.8950959    1.0000000 
k26    0.0614929   -0.0821101   -0.0982483    0.1200870   -0.9264488   -0.9269997   -0.7136822 
k21    0.2425253   -0.6669486    0.5618186   -0.5371447    0.2408858    0.6170641    0.8510051 
k22   -0.0316582   -0.2686756    0.7521992   -0.7490654    0.2682845    0.5887702    0.7090975 
k23   -0.3251696    0.2278525   -0.4688922    0.4622302   -0.0956967   -0.2465807   -0.3120551 
k24   -0.4097741   -0.0011332    0.5535931   -0.5338089    0.0256496    0.3269048    0.4753266 















Approximate Correlation Matrix (4) 
             k26            k21            k22            k23            k24            k25 
k1    -0.3235329      0.5115572      0.7546522     -0.1363373      0.5221404     -0.6419952 
k2     0.1349651     -0.5828874     -0.7926494      0.4278191     -0.5824820      0.6921092 
k3    -0.1368614      0.5236447      0.7536798     -0.4478942      0.5274048     -0.6484777 
k27    0.0178966      0.3077287      0.4254377     -0.3011962      0.3870425     -0.4093407 
k4    -0.0326215     -0.8944613     -0.5686099      0.3006856     -0.5078105      0.4978381 
k5    -0.0185783     -0.2977819     -0.3481909     -0.2804001     -0.5450733      0.4836623 
k6    -0.2072740     -0.2890214     -0.0798444     -0.3902292     -0.5056935      0.1888599 
k7    -0.0106084      0.3928319      0.3717775      0.2310257      0.4958774     -0.5357336 
k8    -0.2359580     -0.0633764      0.0396731     -0.2206132      0.0396427      0.0042075 
k9     0.0083303      0.2558417      0.3519515      0.2139194      0.4358878     -0.4695076 
k10   -0.0226853      0.4550929      0.4536696     -0.1964476      0.0910121     -0.4966988 
k11    0.1897461     -0.6467433     -0.7671268      0.6487468     -0.2913153      0.6589528 
k12   -0.0006441      0.4200592      0.2605315     -0.3274918     -0.2740822     -0.2645798 
k13    0.0956370      0.1524801      0.1898738      0.4785488      0.5707085     -0.3390448 
k14    0.0614929      0.2425253     -0.0316582     -0.3251696     -0.4097741      0.0870632 
k15   -0.0821101     -0.6669486     -0.2686756      0.2278525     -0.0011332      0.2340400 
k16   -0.0982483      0.5618186      0.7521992     -0.4688922      0.5535931     -0.6589565 
k17    0.1200870     -0.5371447     -0.7490654      0.4622302     -0.5338089      0.6491547 
k18   -0.9264488      0.2408858      0.2682845     -0.0956967      0.0256496     -0.2974377 
k19   -0.9269997      0.6170641      0.5887702     -0.2465807      0.3269048     -0.6234354 
k20   -0.7136822      0.8510051      0.7090975     -0.3120551      0.4753266     -0.6787674 
k26    1.0000000     -0.3832380     -0.4633192      0.2184631     -0.1905462      0.4950691 
k21   -0.3832380      1.0000000      0.6736874     -0.3407785      0.4924344     -0.6256805 
k22   -0.4633192      0.6736874      1.0000000     -0.4500900      0.5524258     -0.8882036 
k23    0.2184631     -0.3407785     -0.4500900      1.0000000      0.1478935      0.2095241 
k24   -0.1905462      0.4924344      0.5524258      0.1478935      1.0000000     -0.5976617 
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